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Abstract  
The manufacturing industry continues to play a pivotal role in the Australian 
economy, despite increasing pressure from overseas production and a rapidly 
changing domestic market. Traditional avenues of achieving differentiation in this 
sector such as price, functionality or usability are no longer viable, forcing many 
manufacturing companies to seek new ways of creating a sustainable competitive 
advantage in order to remain relevant.  
Employing design at a strategic level is recognised as an effective way to 
capture and create market value. Previous research has validated a design-led 
approach to innovation in a manufacturing context as a means to positively 
influence a company’s innovation strategy and overall competiveness. The research 
presented in this thesis stems from the notion that a company cannot integrate and 
utilise design at a strategic level while its cultural perception of design remains 
exclusively concerned with product-level outcomes such as styling and functionality.  
The objective of this research is to identify how a firm’s perception of design 
can be transformed through the use of design-led innovation processes, and in 
particular, identify the barriers and enablers of this shift. The research explores the 
shift in perception of design from a styling and product-focused tool, towards a 
whole-firm strategic approach. Results and findings were generated through an 
eleven month embedded action research project within an Australian 
manufacturing small to medium enterprise (SME). During this longitudinal case 
study research, a broad range of data collection methods were utilised, including 
semi-structured interviews conducted at two distinct time periods, a focus group 
and an ongoing reflective journal. A thematic analysis was conducted on the 
combined data sets in order to inform and structure the results.  
The findings identified three core cultural changes or ‘stepping stones’ that 
were experienced within a manufacturing company as a result of the design-led 
engagement. Firstly, the company’s employees came to appreciate the unique 
thought processes of design beyond a product focus. Secondly, the firm’s 
understanding of design expanded to include value creation for stakeholders as its 
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primary purpose. Finally, the potential for design outcomes to be intangible in 
nature was acknowledged and incorporated throughout the company’s culture. 
Additionally, this research identifies a range of barriers and enablers to achieving 
these cultural transitions. The findings of this research are significant in that they 
demonstrate how design tools and approaches can be used within business to 
translate theory into operational, strategic and cultural outcomes. Additionally this 
case study can assist and encourage other manufacturing firms to begin integrating 
design at a strategic level.  
This research concludes with specific and practical recommendations for the 
manufacturing company involved in this research, for the Australian manufacturing 
industry at large, for future embedded researchers and for design-led innovation 
theory.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Research Background 
The Australian manufacturing sector has seen a steady decline over the past 
30 years due to an inability to compete with overseas manufacturers in an 
increasingly overcrowded market (Australian Workforce and Production Agency, 
2014). A combination of low wages, low safety standards and continuous 
improvements in manufacturing technologies has enabled many businesses in low 
cost economies such as China, Taiwan, India and Thailand to produce and distribute 
increasingly high quality products to the rest of the world (Industry Innovation 
Council, 2011). For countries with high cost economies such as Australia, the influx 
of low cost consumer goods from these overseas companies has created a fiercely 
competitive market within the manufacturing industry (Industry Innovation Council, 
2011). In this sector, the price and quality of a product has traditionally determined 
its value in the market, and these factors have shaped the source of competitive 
advantage for many companies (Mahmood, 2004).  
Within the manufacturing sector, design, and particularly industrial design, 
has typically been regarded as a component of the research and development 
process which informs the aesthetics and usability of a product (Gemser and 
Leenders, 2001). Forward thinking firms are progressively looking towards design to 
assist in strategic development and capturing new market value (Verganti, 2008). 
Design-led innovation (DLI) is a theoretical process that enables a firm to employ 
design at this level through applying design thinking techniques within the context 
of the company’s business model (Kyffin and Gardien, 2009). Despite realising the 
strategic value and potential design can bring to a manufacturing business, many 
firms struggle to independently integrate design at a higher level. To achieve this, a 
change in thinking regarding the value, outcomes and application of design is 
required.  However, transforming a company’s perception of design from a 
traditional, product focused activity to a ‘whole firm’ strategic focus is difficult, and 
requires a significant internal culture shift (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011a). To 
achieve this transformation, an interdisciplinary practitioner is needed who can 
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facilitate the uptake of design-led innovation by translating theory into actionable 
operations from an internal position within the company (Norman, 2010). The 
ultimate goal of the design innovation catalyst is to assist the company to become 
‘design integrated’. Design integration occurs when top-level management supports 
and is actively engaged in the coordination of design processes (Swink, 2000). 
Design integration policies and programs have been introduced in various 
countries around the world to support and invigorate struggling industries. For 
example, programs such as Better By Design (New Zealand) and Design Demand 
(United Kingdom) (New Zealand Trade and Enterprise, 2014; Design Council, 2012) 
have been introduced in order to support business growth by integrating design 
practices into the operations of business from a range of industries. In Australia, 
innovation intervention programs such as Ulysses have utilised a consultancy model 
to assist companies to incorporate design as an integral part of their culture 
(Queensland Government, 2014). 
 
1.2 Research Problem 
Manufacturing in Australia continues to experience difficulties in competing 
with overseas production of consumer goods. Many factors influence the difficulties 
faced by the manufacturing industry in Australia, including high wages, rises in the 
exchange rate of the Australian dollar, globalisation and a comparatively small 
domestic market (Industry Innovation Council, 2011). Implementing design at a 
strategic level has been recognised as an effective way to combat these ongoing 
market difficulties by taking a holistic approach to better understand and engage 
with all levels of stakeholders in a business (Verganti, 2006). In light of these 
manufacturing and business trends, this research responds to three related layers 
of these problems: 
a) Manufacturing in Australia is becoming less competitive in an 
increasingly global marketplace. Improving competitiveness through 
innovation has been acknowledged as a necessary step for 
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manufacturing if it is to continue being a significant industry in Australia 
(Department of Innovation, 2012). 
b) Limited case studies exist which demonstrate how a manufacturing 
business can implement and utilise design at a strategic level in order to 
influence innovation processes and become more competitive. The 
processes and thinking approaches used in design are increasingly being 
recognised and proven as an effective avenue to achieving the strategic 
innovation necessary for the longevity of this industry (McAdam, et al., 
2007). However, a range of difficulties exists in implementing design at 
this level. 
c) Limited research has been conducted in regards to how a cultural shift in 
perspective can be facilitated within a manufacturing SME regarding the 
value, outcomes and application of design. A product and stylistic 
understanding of design will inhibit a company’s ability to integrate 
design as a whole-firm strategic process. A shift in perspective is 
required to take on design-led processes (Bucolo and Matthews, 
2011b). 
Awareness of the potential for design to play a beneficial role in improving a 
business’s competitiveness beyond product design is becoming increasingly 
common (Brown, 2009), but to a large extent the internal shift in perspective 
required to achieve this awareness remains a scarcely researched hurdle for many 
businesses. For this reason, more research is needed in order to identify how a 
manufacturing business can be led to understand and utilise design at a strategic 
level in order to become more competitive. Design-led innovation, as a theoretical 
framework and process, holds potential to effectively achieve this purpose, as 
revealed through similar case studies (Pozzey, 2013).  
Figure 1.1 visually represents the three related research problems. This 
research aims to identify how design-led innovation can shift a manufacturing 
SME’s perception of design, so that it can more readily implement design at a 
strategic level. By addressing this micro-level problem, the research builds a 
foundation for future case studies which will demonstrate the innovation benefits 
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of implementing design at a strategic level. More case studies will thereby provide 
examples for other Australian manufacturing companies to follow similar 
transformations, and eventually at a macro level, improve the competitiveness of 
the industry.  
 
Figure 1.1 - Research Problem 
 
1.3 Research Objectives 
By demonstrating the value of design as a strategic tool through design-led 
innovation processes, this research is focused on promoting the level of design 
integration within the participating company. For this firm, design integration will 
principally manifest itself though a shift in perception of design’s role within the 
company. Three research objectives have been proposed in order to achieve this 
goal: 
• Unpack the participating company’s perception of design both before and 
after the design-led engagement in order to identify developments. 
• Identify the barriers and challenges encountered during the design-led 
engagement while attempting to facilitate a shift in the perception of 
design. 
 
 
Macro Level: 
Australian manufacturing is 
becoming less competitive 
Meso Level: 
Limited case studies 
demonstrating strategic-level 
design implementation 
Micro Level: 
Limited research on facilitating 
cultural shift in perspective of design 
1 
2 
3 Research 
Focus 
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• Understand the attributes of the tools and approaches used throughout the 
design-led engagement in order to identify why they were successful or 
unsuccessful in overcoming barriers and achieving outcomes. 
1.4 Research Proposition and Questions 
With the ultimate goal of contributing towards the longevity of the 
manufacturing industry in Australia, the overarching research proposition (RP) 
addressed by this thesis is: 
RP: Investigating the shift in an Australian manufacturing SME’s perception 
of design from styling to strategy, through the use of design-led innovation. 
The overarching research proposition has three components from which three 
sub-research questions have been formed in order to drive the research. Firstly, 
within the context of an Australian SME in the manufacturing industry, the internal 
barriers and challenges encountered during the design led process need to be 
recognised. Hence, the first sub research question (RQ [1]) is: 
RQ [1]: What barriers and challenges were encountered within the design led 
process while attempting to transform the perspective of design? 
Secondly, to identify how design-led innovation can overcome these barriers, 
the exact tools and approaches utilised within the design-led process need to be 
analysed. Additionally, this component of the overarching research proposition 
involves identifying how the outcomes or changes were achieved. Therefore, the 
third sub research question (RQ [2]):  
RQ [2]: What aspects of the tools and approaches, used during the design led 
process, have had a significant influence in terms of overcoming barriers and 
achieving a shift in perspective of design? 
And thirdly, the changes experienced after shifting the perception of design 
from styling to strategy need to be identified. The second sub research question (RQ 
[3]) responds to this component: 
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RQ [3]: Has the participating company seen a change in its perception of 
design as a result of the interaction with design-led innovation theories and 
processes? 
By answering these three sub-questions, the three core objectives of this 
research will be fulfilled and the three key components to the over-arching research 
proposition will be satisfied. Changes in perspective of design will be identified in 
addition to the barriers encountered while achieving these changes. A focus on the 
tools and approaches used during the research engagement will provide an answer 
to how design-led innovation can be utilised to achieve this transformation in the 
perception of design and how these identified barriers can be overcome.  
 
1.5 Research Significance and Scope 
The purpose of this research is to identify the ways in which DLI can shift the 
perception of design from a styling tool to a holistic, strategic approach and hence 
contribute to the body of design-led innovation theory. These insights will be 
created through the identification of enablers which advance the utilisation, 
understanding and value of design within an Australian manufacturing company. 
Ultimately, this knowledge will enable future firms who are embarking on a design-
led transformation to engage with DLI theory more effectively through a deeper 
understanding of how DLI can change the way design is utilised within their 
company.   
This research is significant as it addresses a gap in existing DLI literature which 
contributes to the competitiveness of the Australian manufacturing industry. DLI 
has the potential to facilitate the strategic evolution required within the 
manufacturing industry, as evidenced through previous case studies within various 
businesses (Bolton, 2009; Pozzey, 2013). Despite an ongoing decline in the industry, 
manufacturing continues to contribute significantly to the Australian economy 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2012). For this reason, research into ensuring the 
longevity of the industry is critical.  
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 Published research (Pozzey, 2013) details various aspects of how businesses 
interact with DLI processes and the challenges involved with these efforts. 
However, little research currently exists which examines the shift in thinking 
required to take on DLI processes. Bucolo and Matthews (2010, p.185) recognise 
that “organisational change is required to adopt such an approach”. This research 
has therefore been constructed from the concept that a business is unlikely to 
integrate design at a strategic level while it considers design to be a solely stylistic 
or product-focused tool. For this reason, significance is established in this research 
as it aims to identify how a shift in a company’s understanding of design is achieved, 
what the possible barriers and enablers to this transformation could be, and how 
these hurdles could be overcome. Furthermore, the shift in thinking required to 
integrate design at a strategic level within a business through DLI has not previously 
been studied from an embedded and empirical point of view. The strong practical 
elements of this research will have direct implications to both industry and 
academia. Implications of this research will be relevant to the participating 
company, the wider manufacturing industry in Australia, design innovation catalyst 
theory, and design-led innovation theory. 
 
1.6 Thesis Structure  
This thesis consists of seven chapters in total which are structured around a 
conceptual relationship to the research proposition, illustrated in Figure 1.2. This 
thesis has been written with three overarching ‘sections’ in order to show how the 
research proposition has been informed, facilitated and answered. The first section 
of provides a review of literature that is relevant to the areas of theory that are 
imperative to this research. Identifying gaps in published literature helps to inform 
the research proposition and justify the rigour of the research by identifying what is 
known and what is unknown in this field of study. The second section of this thesis 
provides the industry and practical side of the research, covering the research 
engagement context, data collection and research methodology. The practical side 
of the research describes how the investigation of the research proposition was 
facilitated. The third section consists of the Results and Discussion chapters, which 
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aim to firstly answer the sub-research questions and thereby respond to the 
research proposition with justification from the literature review. The results are 
directly informed from the outcomes of the embedded action research-based 
methodology, as shown in Figure 1.2. The implications of this research are then 
presented as outcomes of informing, facilitating and answering the research 
proposition.  
 
Figure 1.2 - Conceptual Thesis Structure 
 
The following is a brief overview of each of the subsequent 6 chapters. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Manufacturing Industry – Each section of Chapter 2 begins with a 
visualisation of how the Research Proposition relates to the topics of literature that 
are included in the review. This chapter sets the context of the practical side of the 
research by exploring literature specific to the Australian manufacturing industry. 
The specific strengths and weaknesses of SMEs are presented in relation to 
  
  Chapter 7: Implications and Recommendations 
  
Investigating the shift in an Australian manufacturing SME’s perception of 
design from styling to strategy, through the use of design-led innovation 
Research Proposition 
 
  
Chapter 6: 
Findings and 
Discussion 
    
 Chapter 3: 
Research Design 
 
 
Chapter 4:  
Participating Company 
Background 
Chapter 2: 
Literature Review 
Chapter 5: 
Results 
Inform Facilitate Answer 
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organisational change literature. Additionally, research and development processes 
are explored to identify and justify potential departmental constraints within the 
research engagement.     
The Changing Role of Design – Literature surrounding traditional industrial 
design processes and outcomes are presented in order to contrast literature on the 
emerging role of design as a strategic resource for businesses. These two topics 
have been explored in response to the changes in perception of design that make 
up the basis of the research proposition. A significant difference between 
traditional industrial design and strategic-level design is the way in which the 
process can be measured and accounted for. Literature is therefore presented to 
proposition design as an intangible business resource. 
Design Frameworks – Four frameworks which are key to the research 
presented in this thesis are discussed. Firstly, the Design Thinking framework 
demonstrates the underlying design principles that inform a design process. 
Secondly, the Design-led Innovation Framework provides the theoretical scaffolding 
for this research. Thirdly, the Danish Design Ladder is presented as a way to gauge 
and measure progress towards integrating design at a higher level within a 
business. And finally, the Design Innovation Catalyst framework is presented to 
explain the constraints and responsibilities of the researcher during the action 
research engagement.  
Identified Gaps – Three gaps in published knowledge have been identified 
from the literature review. These three gaps are presented graphically in two ways. 
Firstly, a table is used to present the literary content of a range of key literature 
sources. Secondly, a diagram is used to show the intersections of the concepts 
which this research deals with, and visually identifies the gaps in knowledge.  
Chapter 3: Research Design – This chapter explains how the research was 
structured and conducted. Firstly, the research aims and objectives are outlined. 
Secondly, the action research approach is justified as an appropriate methodology 
for this research. Three data collection techniques have been used within the action 
research process, and justified with relevant literature. A thematic analysis has been 
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used to analyse the data and the explicit coding techniques used are discussed. 
Finally, the ethical considerations of the research are presented.  
Chapter 4: Participating Company Background – The characteristics of the 
company play a significant role in substantiating the findings and implications of this 
research. Hence an overview and brief history of the company is provided to 
establish the industry context of the research engagement. The company’s need for 
innovation is presented in addition to an outline of the design-led project that was 
undertaken by the firm.  
Chapter 5: Results – The results of this research have been categorised into 
three themes and presented as separate sections within this chapter. In response to 
the research proposition’s focus on shifting the perception of design, the three 
themes of the results are: Changes in Perceptions, Barriers to Shifting Perceptions 
and Enablers to Shifting Perceptions. Each of these themes relate to the three sub-
research questions. 
Chapter 6: Findings and Discussion – In order to respond to the research 
proposition, the Discussion chapter firstly presents the ways in which a product and 
styling-centred awareness of design can be shaped towards a strategic, whole-firm 
notion. Secondly, the ways in which design-led innovation can overcome barriers to 
this shift are explored.  
Chapter 7: Implications and Conclusion – Implications of this research are 
proposed at four separate levels. At a macro level, implications from this research 
are potentially relevant to other businesses within the Australian manufacturing 
industry. The company participating in this research experienced several 
operational and cultural changes as a result of the engagement; implications are 
presented for the future strategic development of this company. Working as a 
design innovation catalyst, reflections on the engagement from the researcher’s 
point of view create valuable insights for future catalysts. Finally, the findings of the 
research present implications and considerations to the underlying theoretical 
frameworks that have structured the project. A complete research summary is 
provided in addition to the final contribution to knowledge and recommendations 
for future research.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Manufacturing Industry 
2.1.1 Overview 
In order to provide a foundational understanding of the manufacturing 
industry, the literature review begins by examining literature and statistics 
surrounding SMEs in Australian manufacturing. A thorough exploration of the 
attributes of this sector and the challenges faced in the industry are important in 
order to paint a contextual backdrop for the following methodology, results and 
discussion. Literature regarding organisational change is then explored in depth in 
order to identify challenges specific to this context. Finally, this section reviews 
relevant literature on the processes and strategies of Research and Development in 
manufacturing. As shown in Figure 2.1, the manufacturing industry literature 
categories are closely related to the research proposition of this thesis.   
  
Figure 2.1 - Manufacturing Industry Literature Relation to Research Proposition 
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2.1.2 Australian Manufacturing SMEs 
Despite employing relatively small individual workforces, small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) account for approximately 42% of total employment in Australia 
and are estimated to have contributed as much as 46% of Australia’s Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) in 2011 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2012). Evidently, 
SMEs make up a vital part of the Australian economy. In the context of the 
Australian manufacturing industry, the significance of small and medium sized 
businesses is even more pronounced, with SMEs contributing almost 50% of the 
gross value to the sector in the 2009 – 2010 financial year (Department of 
Innovation, 2011). 
Literature on the subject of SMEs tends to use non-standardised and varied 
definitions of what constitutes an SME. Wiesner, Banham and Poole (2004) 
acknowledged that geographical and economical variations exist in the definition of 
an SME, although typical metrics used to classify a company as small or medium size 
are number of employees, age, number of locations, turnover rates and value of 
assets (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2012; Wiesner, Banham, and Poole, 2004). 
For the purpose of this thesis, SMEs will be classified in accordance with the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (2012): Small businesses are identified as having less 
than 100 staff, and medium sized business as having between 100 and 200 staff, 
regardless of revenue or profit. Literature regarding organisations of this size will be 
more applicable and relevant to the results presented in the following chapters of 
this thesis as the research has been conducted within an Australian Manufacturing 
SME.  
Due to their size, SMEs often lack the market influence of larger corporations, 
and are far more vulnerable to economic turbulence (Ahmad and Seet, 2009). 
However, they are more likely to be able to adapt to changes in the market and 
swiftly respond to trends in consumer behaviour (McAdam 2002; McDonald and 
Wiesner 2002). McAdam (2002) attributes this unique ability of an SME to generally 
more intimate market relationships, allowing market changes to be identified early 
through emotional and geographical proximity to customers and consumers. Many 
of the problems faced by the manufacturing industry are often amplified due to 
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most of Australia’s manufacturing firms belonging to the SME sector; it is estimated 
that as many as 88% of businesses in the manufacturing industry are SMEs 
(Department of Innovation, 2012). 
Similar to most westernised countries, the share of GDP contributed by 
manufacturing in Australia has been declining over the past thirty years (Mahmood, 
2004), primarily due to fierce competition and price undercutting from overseas 
competitors (Industry Innovation Council, 2012). Despite this ongoing weakening 
within the industry, manufacturing remains a significant part of the Australian 
economy, contributing approximately 9% of GDP during the financial year ending 
2010 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2012). In 2004, manufacturing was the fifth 
largest employing industry in Australia, behind agriculture, construction, retail and 
property/ business services (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2012).  
In a report titled “Policies for Development of Manufacturing Industry”, 
Jackson (1976) stipulated that Australian manufacturing had been built to serve a 
predominantly domestic market. With this market becoming increasingly saturated, 
he proposed an emerging and increasingly urgent need to export in order for the 
sector to grow. Fast forward almost forty years, a new global ecomony presents a 
wide range of challenges to Australian manufacturers. In addition to a highly 
competitive and global market, the modern Australian manufacturing sector faces a 
range of challenges, in both the short and long term. Immediate restrictions 
identified by the Industry Innovation Council (Industry Innovation Council, 2012) 
include carbon emission requirements and rises in the exchange rate of the 
Australian dollar. Furthermore, ongoing challenges such as globalisation, an ageing 
workforce and a relatively small domestic market are also putting pressure on the 
industry (Industry Innovation Council, 2011). As proposed by Yamin and Mayondo 
(1997), many of traditional sources of competitve advantage, such as natural 
resources, capital, market accessibility, cost of skilled labour and availability of 
skilled labour, can no longer be relied upon to create a sustainable competitive 
edge. Evidently, manufacturing in Australia has experienced a wide range of both 
short and long term hurdles. 
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Much research has been conducted on the attributes of firms in the Australian 
manufacturing industry who continue to perform strongly, despite unfavourable 
market conditions. Organisational performance in Australian manufacturing has a 
strong positive correlation to the percentage of new products being introduced to 
the market (Terziovski and Sohal, 2000). Furthermore, firms that design and 
manufacture products to meet explicit customer requirements were found to 
generally perform with greater effectiveness (Terziovski and Sohal, 2000). Porter 
(1985) proposed three strategies for sustaining superior organisational 
performance: (i) cost leadership; (ii) differentiation and (iii) focus. Cost leadership 
involves having the lowest cost, not necessarily the lowest price, allowing for 
greater profit margins. A differentiation strategy emphasises the offering of a 
unique product or service in terms of design, marketing, technology or features. A 
focus strategy is based around meeting the needs and requirements of a specific 
customer segment. Porter (1985) identified that high performing companies tend 
excel at one of these performance strategies. The attributes of highly performing 
manufacturing firms identified by Terziovski and Sohal (2000) align with Porter’s 
(1985) second and third perfromance strategies: product differentiation and market 
focus. A general inability for Australian manufacturers to continue competing on 
Porter’s (1985) first performance strategy, cost leadership, has encouraged many 
businesses to seek new modes of profitability and prompted the implementation of 
various Research and Development incentives (Neumeier, 2008). 
 
2.1.3 Organisational Change and Culture in an SME 
In the highly competitive and continuously evolving business environment, 
continuous improvement is critical to the success of any organisation. Specifically, 
the capacity for a firm to envision its future and execute the changes required to 
reach that vision will determine its success in the market (Todnem, 2005). The swift 
pace of technological change creates a constant challenge for many organisations to 
remain competitive. In particular, industries which depend on complex technologies 
or who compete in a global market require continuous organisational development 
and change (Teece, 2010). For many businesses, their competitive advantage is 
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intrinsically linked with their ability to continually innovate and effectively 
implement new products, processes and strategies (Terziovski and Sohal, 2000). The 
role of design in creating a sustainable competitive advantage and facilitating 
organisational change is well established in an increasing number of countries 
(Neumeier, 2008). However, beneficial change is difficult to achieve without 
effective management and leadership (Todnem, 2005). Rashid, Sambasivan and 
Rahman (2004) identified the management of human resources as the most 
difficult, yet most important factor in making change within a business. Further to 
this, a collaborative team culture which encourages equal contribution from all 
members of the business must compliment the management’s leadership 
capabilities in order to effectively engage employees with change processes (Wang 
and Ahmed, 2003).  
Small to medium enterprises (SMEs) typically have a unique set of attributes 
that influence growth and change capabilities, such as a lack of market influence 
and vulnerability to economic turbulence (Ahmad and Seet, 2009). Additionally, 
Deakins and Freel (1998) argued that many traditional facilitators of change such as 
organisational learning processes and entrepreneurial learning processes have been 
developed for larger business, rather than SMEs. Among other researchers, Wyer 
and Mason (1999) maintain that components of organisational change cannot be 
generalised across large business and SMEs. It is evident that SMEs face a range of 
challenges in successfully executing beneficial change. However, SMEs also embody 
a range of attributes that allow them to adapt to change far quicker than larger 
companies (McAdam, 2002; Wiesner, Banham and Poole, 2004). McAdam (2002) 
attributes this ability to an SME’s generally more intimate market relationships, 
allowing market changes to be identified early through emotional and geographical 
proximity to customers and consumers. 
Utilising design as an integrative process can play a fundamental role in 
supporting SMEs to achieve beneficial change within the organisation (Neumeier, 
2008). Around the world, new government policies with a focus on design are 
encouraging design intervention programs such as Better By Design (New Zealand) 
and Design Demand (United Kingdom) (New Zealand Trade and Enterprise, 2014; 
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Design Council, 2012). These programs support business growth and development 
by integrating design practices into the operational approaches of SMEs from 
varying industries (Raulik, Carwood and Larsen, 2008).  
Organisational change requires an accompanying cultural change in order to 
be successful and remain relevant for the company (Cameron and Freeman, 1991). 
It can therefore be reasoned that an industry which requires continuous 
organisational change also requires continuous cultural development. 
Organisational culture has been shown to have a large impact on organisational 
performance and effectiveness (Kotter and Heskett, 1992; Trice and Beyer, 1993) 
and has even been identified as a sustainable source of competitive advantage 
(Barney, 1986). Furthermore, some research indicates that organisational culture is 
strongly linked to organisational innovativeness (Deshpandé, Farley and Webster, 
1993; Tushman and O’Reilly, 1997). Gray, Densten and Sarros (2003, p. 2) 
summarised organisation culture as “the way an organisation functions”, based on 
Limerick, Cunington and Crowther’s (2002) definition that organisational culture is 
the shared beliefs, assumptions and values of the majority within an organisation. 
Extensive research has been conducted on corporate culture; however, few studies 
examine culture in the context of SMEs.  
Many authors have explored the cultural characteristics of successful firms. 
For example, Barney (1986) proposed three conditions of a firm’s culture that must 
be met in order to provide sustained competitive advantages. First, the culture 
must enable the firm to operate in ways that add financial value to the company. 
Second, the culture must be unique in comparison to other firms. And third, the 
culture must be difficult for competing firms to imitate. Adding to this, a 
collaborative and innovation-oriented culture is necessary in order for a firm to 
improve competitiveness through innovative development (Deshpandé, Farley and 
Webster, 1993). An innovative culture is defined by Kenny and Reedy (2006) as one 
in which continuous improvement is considered customary throughout the 
company, and a strong link has been identified between organisational 
performance and the duration and extent of continuous improvement involvement 
(Terziovski and Sohal, 2000). A successful innovative culture has four components, 
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as stated by Kenny and Reedy (2006): management is not risk averse; whole-firm 
participation is encouraged; creativity is stimulated; and responsibility for 
innovation is shared. An innovation-oriented culture acknowledges that innovation 
is not the sole responsibility of a group within the company - for example, 
employees in R&D – but rather a shared and ongoing process (Kenny and Reedy, 
2006). An effective organisation culture, as identified by Denison and Mishra (1995), 
has four core traits: involvement, consistency, adaptability and a sense of mission. 
These cultural traits reflected the findings of Schein (1985), who stated that a 
culture is developed within a firm as employees overcome challenges of external 
adaptation and internal integration. Table 2.1 summarises the cultural 
characteristics of ‘sustainably competitive cultures’, ‘innovative cultures’ and 
‘effective cultures’, as discussed in the literature.  
 
Competitive Culture  
(Barney, 1986) 
Innovative Culture  
(Kenny and Reedy, 2006) 
Effective Culture  
(Dennison and Mishra, 1995) 
Adds financial value to the 
company 
Management is not risk averse Involvement 
Unique  
 
Participation is encouraged Consistency 
Difficult to imitate 
 
Creativity is stimulated Adaptability 
 Responsibility for innovation is 
shared 
Sense of Mission 
Table 2.1 - Characteristics of Organisational Cultures 
2.1.4 Research and Development Processes 
Research and Development (R&D) with a focus on new product development 
has received a high priority in Australia manufacturing due to ongoing poor 
industrial performance (Sharma, 2003). In both literature and business, R&D is 
widely understood as a key factor to the success of many companies (Dwyer and 
Mellor, 1993). Traditionally, R&D activities have been considered a unique, creative 
and organic part of product development, however they are also regarded as 
difficult to measure, manage and control (Kerssens-van Drongelen and Cooke, 
1997). In the manufacturing sector, R&D has traditionally been responsible for 
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product innovation, and is almost always viewed as a positive contributor to 
company performance (McGahan and Silverman, 2006). However, many companies 
and industries have realised that a segmented R&D approach to innovation, centred 
on high quality and low cost differentiation, is no longer enough to remain 
competitive in modern markets.  
Traditional R&D approaches operate in a linear and segmented manner, with 
a project being sequentially passed from specialist to specialist as part of the 
development process. Products would be initially developed based on marketing 
requirements, tested by R&D engineers, prototyped, and finally manufactured 
(Takeuchi and Nonaka, 1986). Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986) proposed that this 
traditional R&D process may not provide the speed and flexibility required to 
operate in today’s fast-paced global economy. Instead, a lateral and holistic process 
is proposed, where a multidisciplinary team contributes and collaborates 
continuously over the duration of the product development project. Co-operation 
and collaboration within the firm is recognised by Bougrain and Haudeville (2002) to 
be a significant component of a SME’s research capacity. Furthermore, co-operative 
R&D processes are strongly linked to the innovative success of projects (Bougrain 
and Haudeville, 2002). 
Many business tools and activities exist which allow firms to arrive at new 
ideas, envision new futures or map unclear relationships between components of 
the business. Tools such as the Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder, 2010) are 
typically used as educational devices to introduce new ways of thinking about and 
approaching problems in both the short and long term. However, little literature 
exists on the influence and benefits of such tools, and even less exists in the context 
of SMEs. This lack of literature is peculiar given Todnem’s (2005, p. 369) claim that 
“theories and approaches to change management currently available to academics 
and practitioners are often contradictory, mostly lacking empirical evidence and 
supported by unchallenged hypotheses”. 
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2.1.5 Manufacturing Industry Summary 
This section has presented relevant literature to provide a contextual 
understanding of the industry side of the research engagement. Since the company 
participating in this research is an SME operating within the Australian 
manufacturing industry, literature in this field has been explored to identify the 
unique characteristics, trends and challenges faced by this market segment. In 
general, the Australian manufacturing sector has been experiencing a continued 
decline in performance over the past three decades. Increasing competition from 
overseas manufacturers has put considerable pressure on the industry to seek new 
ways of differentiation. Many business development programs are developed for 
larger businesses, adding to the challenges faced by SMEs in manufacturing.  
This research is primarily concerned with shifting perspectives within a 
manufacturing company; hence organisational change literature is highly relevant. 
For many businesses, their competitive advantage is directly linked to their ability to 
implement business level changes and undergo continuous innovation. Creating and 
facilitating change within a business is difficult as it requires the company to do 
things differently. Effective management and strong leadership are required to 
successfully influence change initiatives (Todnem, 2005). Furthermore, the culture 
of the company plays a significant role in the ability of the firm to implement and 
benefit from organisational change initiatives (Cameron and Freeman, 1991).  
Research and development processes in manufacturing have been commonly 
recognised as beneficial contributors towards product innovation and business 
competitiveness. Within the product development and manufacturing industry, 
R&D processes have traditionally operated under a linear and sequential model, 
where a project is passed down a line of specialists until complete. Modern 
processes explored by Bougrain and Haudeville (2002) involve more co-operation 
and collaboration between professions. Although many development tools exist 
which encourage collaboration within a company in order to identify new 
perspectives, visions or business approaches, few studies have been published 
which identifies the utility and influence of these tools.  
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2.2 The Changing Role of Design 
2.2.1 Overview 
This section reviews relevant literature on the traditional and emerging roles 
of design, with a primary focus on these roles in the manufacturing industry. As this 
research is concerned with facilitating a shift in the perspective of design within a 
manufacturing company, it is important to understand the traditional applications 
of design within the industry, as well as the benefits of evolving this application. 
Although the strategic benefits of design are apparent in published literature, the 
clearly operational nature of traditional design activities highlights the need for 
research concerning how the value of design can be advanced and progressed to a 
strategic level within manufacturing firms.  
This section firstly presents an overview of the traditional relevance of design 
and in particular industrial design to the manufacturing industry. Secondly, the 
emerging applicability of design to business strategy is discussed. Finally, the 
methods of measuring and accounting for the value derived through design are 
presented in order to highlight the core differences between traditional product 
design and strategic business design. Figure 2.2 illustrates how these literature 
topics relate to the research proposition.  
 
Figure 2.2 - Changing Role of Design Literature Relationship to Research Proposition 
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2.2.2 Industrial Design 
Design, at its core, is an integrative and iterative form of problem solving 
(Norman and Verganti, 2012). Design requires a holistic understanding of the user 
or consumer, interdisciplinary collaboration, prototyping and ongoing improvement 
of creative concepts (Lawson, 2006). From this description, it can be seen that 
design involves both processes and outcomes. Traditionally, a design process has 
been employed within the various design disciplines such as interior, architectural 
and industrial design. For the purpose of this literature review, the processes 
utilised in industrial design are focused on, as these are most relevant to the 
manufacturing industry context. Industrial design, as broadly defined by Gemser 
and Leenders (2001), is an activity that translates a set of requirements into a 
configuration of materials, elements and components. The types of problems solved 
through an industrial design process are often strongly related to products, usability 
or aesthetics (Dell’Era and Verganti, 2010). This is true of many manufacturing 
companies, where design has often been used as a styling tool, applied to an 
engineered product to make it attractive, usable and marketable (Bohemia, 2002). 
This traditional application of design is generally the responsibility of the industrial 
designers or engineers within the research and development departments, and has 
been shown to improve the success of new products being introduced to the 
marketplace (Gemser and Leenders, 2001; Bloch, 1995; Boothroyd, 1994). 
Carlopio (2009) describes the industrial design process as a cycle which 
involves articulating a specific problem to be solved, researching and identifying the 
requirements of the user and the organisation, prototyping potential solutions, and 
engaging multiple feedback loops. Through multiple iterations of this process, the 
designer can test, develop and redevelop ideas to end up with an innovative 
solution (Carlopio, 2009). 
Industrial design plays a significant role within companies that design, 
engineer and manufacture products. According to Dell’Era and Verganti (2010, p. 
123), “designers can support companies in exploring customers' needs and the 
appropriate signs (such as form, colours, materials, etc.) that give meaning to 
products”. Bloch (1995) recognised that customers are a critical consideration of the 
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design process. A good design is one which is attractive, creates value, and provides 
a desirable user-product experience for customers (Bloch, 1995). Through the 
continual consideration and understanding of customers and end users, designers 
contribute significantly to enabling a company to compete in the marketplace. As 
stated by Pine (1999, p. 42), “new products must be different from what is already in 
the market and must meet customer needs more completely”. Furthermore, Pine 
(1999) proposed that customers can no longer be considered as inclusive 
demographic groups. The customer research undertaken in a design process is 
important as it allows organisations to ascertain and cater to customers’ individual 
needs (Pine, 1999).  
A study by Bohemia (2002) found the three most important reasons 
Australian manufacturers employ designers to be: (i) Increase appearance of the 
product; (ii) Increase product quality; and (iii) Increase production efficiency. The 
findings by Bohemia (2002) would suggest that, in Australia at least, designers are 
not being utilised to understand and engage customers more effectively in order to 
improve overall competitiveness. However, it is important to not discount the 
benefits of a designer’s influence over the physical form of a product. As indicated 
by Bloch (1995, p. 106), “the physical form or design of a product is an unquestioned 
determinant of its marketplace success”. 
Historically, the role of the designer in manufacturing has been to develop the 
concept of a product independently, before passing the project to the 
manufacturing engineer. Having had no involvement in the design effort, the 
engineer then needs to overcome various manufacturing issues as they arise. 
Boothroyd (1994) refers to this out-dated process as the ‘over-the-wall’ approach. It 
is commonly accepted that industrial design is no longer solely focused on 
developing and improving the appearance of products, but rather incorporates 
other aspects such as ergonomics, material choices, usability and manufacturability. 
Within the context of the manufacturing industry, the utilisation of modern 
industrial design processes has been shown to shorten the time taken to bring a 
product to market (Boothroyd, 1994) and even improve overall company 
performance (Gemser and Leenders, 2001). A product that has been designed for 
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efficient manufacturing typically has a higher level of feasibility, a lower production 
cost and increased production speed (Boothroyd, 1994). For the manufacturing 
company, this translates to a higher potential output and ultimately higher revenue 
potential. 
 
2.2.3 Design for Strategy 
Utilising design in a traditional approach as a product focused process has 
historically worked well for many manufacturing firms, and has been shown to 
improve the outcomes of new product development projects (Gemser and 
Leenders, 2001). However, the ongoing decline in the Australian manufacturing 
industry serves to suggest that using design as a downstream styling tool is no 
longer sufficient to generate a sustainable competitive advantage within a firm 
(McAdams, et al., 2007). Nevertheless, the mode of thinking inherent in design 
activities maintains a high potential value for manufacturing companies. 
Consequently, the role of design in business is changing. The potential for design to 
influence the strategic direction of a company, generate radically innovated 
business models and create emotional connections with customers is being realised 
in both published literature and industry (Chesbrough and Schwartz, 2007; Carlopio, 
2009). 
Differentiation has been stated by Neumeier (2008) as the most powerful 
business strategy in a cluttered market. The relationship between the concepts of 
design, innovation and differentiation can be succinctly defined as: design drives 
innovation and innovation drives differentiation (Neumeier, 2008). When viewed in 
the context of a company’s business model, this relationship describes, at a 
fundamental level, how design can be engaged as a means to influence business 
strategy. Chesbrough and Schwartz (2007) identified a significant potential for 
design to contribute to business model innovation. In particular, the collaboration 
and co-development inherent in design has been specified as highly beneficial 
business model innovation approaches. Utilising these design approaches can 
produce differentiated business models which no longer rely on the traditional 
manufacturing model of developing a product with internal R&D resources, then 
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producing, marketing and selling the product independently (Chesbrough and 
Schwartz, 2007). Instead, business models co-developed with partners can form 
stronger engagements with customers, increase R&D efficiency and create new 
market opportunities (Chesbrough, 2003). 
Designing innovative business strategies is inherently risky, as stated by Swink 
(2000, p. 209): “technologically new innovations are charaterised by high degrees of 
uncertainty”. To minimise this risk level, many companies prefer to focus on 
developing incremental improvements or extensions of existing product or service 
offers (Carlopio, 2009) rather than making radical changes to the strategic direction 
of the business. Norman and Verganti (2012) referred to two main types of 
innovation: incremental and radical. Incremental innovation operates within 
existing constraints and is generally involved with building upon current product 
offers. Radical innovation, on the other hand, involves a complete change of frame 
and can be thought of as doing something completely new and different to what is 
currently done (Norman and Verganti, 2012). Investing in the design of a radically 
innovated business model could be the key to remaining competitive in an 
increasingly challenging and saturated marketplace (Neumeier, 2008). Carlopio 
(2009) recognises that, as with all investments, a higher risk can potentially create 
higher rewards. Despite inherent uncertainty in the outcomes of radical business 
model innovation, failing to innovate is almost certain to cause the downfall or 
stagnation of a company (Carlopio, 2009). 
In a holistic business context, design can be employed as a means to pull 
together and align the technical, financial, operational and emotional elements of a 
company (Lojacono and Zaccai, 2012). Lojacono and Zaccai (2012) acknowledged 
that while many companies are proficient in the technical, financial and operational 
aspects of their business, it is the emotional connection with customers that 
differentiates companies from a crowded market. A designer’s approach and mode 
of thinking involves a comprehensive and empathetic understanding of the targeted 
user, consumer or customer (Bloch, 1995). At a business level, this customer-focus 
translates to a mutual understanding across the organisation of who the customer 
is and what their needs are. This emotional connection can then be utilised to guide 
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the technical, financial and operational competencies of the firm (Lojacono and 
Zaccai, 2012). 
 
2.2.4 Measuring the Value of Design 
As the potential for design to provide influential benefits to business becomes 
more widely accepted, there is an increasing need for metrics which evaluate the 
value of design to a business’s revenue and profits (Lockwood, 2007). Measuring 
the value of design in its traditional applications, such as product development and 
manufacturing, has been a relatively simple task for businesses due to its physical 
and well defined outcomes, observable progression, linear process and structured 
timeframes (Neumeier, 2008). However, measuring and accounting for the value of 
higher level design outcomes, such as strategic development, internal 
organisational culture changes and radical innovation is much more difficult. 
Furthermore, predicting the cost of design in these applications can be exceedingly 
difficult due to a high level of uncertainty in regards to the outcomes and impact on 
a business’s bottom line (Swink, 2000). Despite these difficulties, there is 
overwhelming evidence of a relationship between the use of design and economic 
performance (Kretzschmar, 2003).  
Lockwood (2007) highlighted a tendency in design, and of designers, to utilise 
qualitative research, data and outcomes as a means to emphasize the importance 
of their work. For example, anecdotes and quotes are more readily used to 
demonstrate the successfulness of a design outcome, rather than quantifiable data. 
According to Kretzschmar (2003), identifying the precise share of economic growth 
contributed by design is difficult to achieve. This finding goes some way to 
explaining design’s attachment to qualitative results; as a process, design is simply 
too integrated in other business operations to be accounted for in isolation. In 
response to this problem, Lockwood (2007) has proposed a framework which 
separates ten areas in a business in which design contributes value. Lockwood’s 
(2007) theory is that once design can be isolated from other business elements, its 
contribution in these areas can be measured. The ten parts of the framework are as 
follows: 
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a) Purchase influence/ emotion 
b) Enable strategy/enter new markets 
c) Build brand image and corporate reputation 
d) Improve time to market and development processes 
e) Design return on investment/ cost savings 
f) Enable product and service innovation 
g) Increase customer satisfaction/develop communities of customers 
h) Design patents and trademarks/create intellectual property 
i) Improve usability 
j) Improve sustainability 
Not every category of Lockwood’s (2007) framework will be relevant for every 
design project; however it will provide one or more considerations for isolating the 
contribution of design.   
Employing design in order to achieve business level innovation is a long term 
process, and milestones can often be intangible. Final design solutions in this 
context are not delivered as an isolated product or service, but rather a fully 
integrated concept which considers all elements of a business (Kyffin and Gardien, 
2009). In this way, operational elements of design can be seen as an intangible asset 
to a business. Many businesses are beginning to recognise and seek value in 
intangible assets. Intangible assets in a business context have been described by 
Joia (2000) as intellectual capital, which includes intellectual property, patents and 
copyrights. However, it can be seen that many businesses embody far more 
intangible assets, such as research and development processes, organisational 
structures, the skills and knowledge of employees, strategic visions and even 
culture (Stone, et al., 2008). Measuring and accounting for the value of intangible 
assets is difficult as their attributes are often multidimensional, nonlinear and 
complex (Stone, et al., 2008). Blair and Wallman (2001) categorised intangible 
assets into three groups according to the degree to which they can be organised 
and/or traded by the firm, shown in Table 2.2. 
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 Type Example 
1. Assets that can be controlled and owned by the firm 
and can be separated and sold 
Patents, databases 
2. Assets that can be controlled and owned by the firm 
but not separated out and sold 
R&D, Organisational structures, 
internal processes 
3. Assets that may not be wholly controlled by the firm 
and are therefore not owned by the firm 
Knowledge and skills of work force, 
brand perception 
Table 2.2 - Types of Intangible Assets (Blair and Wallman, 2001) 
 
A traditional design process, although iterative, is somewhat linear and similar 
to other functions within a business in the way that it can be monitored and 
measured (Neumeier, 2008). On the other hand, strategic-level design 
interventions, such as Design-led innovation, aim to capitalise on the mode of 
thinking inherent in design, by integrating design thinking within a business at a 
strategic level (Verganti, 2008). This requires a cultural change that would fit into 
the third category of intangible assets (Table 2.2), as it can only be influenced by the 
firm, not entirely controlled by it. As such, the benefit of this cultural shift is very 
difficult to measure, especially in the short term. 
 
2.2.5 Changing Role of Design Summary 
This section of the literature review has compared traditional industrial design 
practices with the emerging field of designing for strategy. While the core design 
principles remain constant, such as prototyping, multiple iterations and maintaining 
empathy, strategic-level design applications adopt a holistic focus of a business, 
rather than being exclusively product-focused. Traditional industrial design 
processes play an important role in companies that develop and produce products. 
Several studies (Dell’Era and Verganti, 2010; Bloch, 1995; and Pine, 1999) have 
indicated that employing industrial design processes can improve competitiveness 
and innovation within a company.  
Although applying design as an isolated part of the product development 
process has traditionally produced beneficial outcomes for manufacturing firms, the 
ongoing decline in the industry suggests that this application of design in no longer 
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sufficient to create a sustainable competitive advantage. Increasingly, design is 
being viewed as an influential way to positively benefit the strategic direction of a 
company. By taking a whole-firm perspective, design can align the technical, 
financial, operational and emotional elements of a business. Additionally, the high 
level of collaboration inherent in design is effective at co-developing and identifying 
new value propositions through direct involvement with stakeholders. 
As with any business process, the value of design needs to be measured 
succinctly in order to identify its contribution to a business’s profits. Traditional 
applications of design have been relatively simple for management teams to 
monitor and account for as the processes are somewhat linear and have clearly 
defined outcomes. Accounting for the outcomes of strategic-level design 
applications is more difficult due to the interdepartmental and intangible nature of 
design practices at this level. However, methods of measuring the value offered by 
design at this level do exist, such as Lockwood’s (2007) ten-part framework.  
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2.3 Design Frameworks 
2.3.1 Overview 
The following section of the literature review examines four published 
frameworks that are closely related to the content, and key to the theoretical 
integrity, of this research. These four key frameworks are based in theory 
surrounding: 
• Design thinking 
• Design-led innovation 
• The Danish Design Ladder  
• The Design Innovation Catalyst 
The research presented in this thesis involves the integration of design 
thinking techniques into business strategies through design-led innovation 
processes. The Danish Design Ladder will act as a basic medium to measure the 
participating company’s progress while the design innovation catalyst acts as a 
facilitator and mediator for this integration. An in depth understanding of each of 
these theoretical constructs is critically important to the aims of this research.  
To effectively integrate design at a higher level with a company and shift its 
perspective from a product focused tool to an integral strategic process, the 
application of theory that is strongly grounded in practice such as design-led 
innovation is needed. DLI challenges the traditional practice of design by applying a 
designer’s mode of thinking at a holistic level within a business. In contrast to using 
design as a means to exclusively develop the form and functions of a specific 
product or service for a user group, DLI assists a business to explore, capture and 
realise the strategic value of design throughout the entire company. Ultimately, 
integrating design at this level will help a company to move up the Danish Design 
Ladder (Fleetwood, 2005). Figure 2.3 highlights the terms in the research 
proposition which relate to these literature topics.  
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Figure 2.3 - Design Frameworks Literature Relationship to Research Proposition 
 
2.3.2 Design Thinking Framework 
Design thinking is a particular mindset that is traditionally taught in design 
schools and is fundamental to the operational abilities of designers (Lawsen, 2006). 
Rauth, Koppen, Jobst and Meinel (2010) broadly define design thinking as a problem 
solving approach which supports creativity. This method of thinking is integral to 
design disciplines such as industrial design and architecture as it is concerned with 
developing, prototyping and synthesising a new idea. In these professions, design 
thinking is not necessarily geared towards perfecting ideas, but rather evolving and 
progressing ideas (Carlopio, 2009). Increasingly, design thinking is being recognised 
as a viable approach to creating innovative solutions to all sorts of social and 
business problems that would not typically be related to design (Brown, 2008). For 
this reason, design thinking is increasingly becoming a field of study in itself, with 
many universities around the world beginning to offer design thinking-focused 
courses and units (Melles, Howard and Thompson-Whiteside, 2012). For the 
research presented in this thesis, the design thinking process is important as it 
provides the scaffolding for the design-led innovation framework discussed in the 
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following section. Furthermore, the effective integration of design thinking 
principles into the everyday problem solving processes is a long term goal of this 
project.  
Design thinking is primarily human focused, with people acting as both the 
central source of direction and the key benchmark of the viability of a solution 
(Cockton, 2005). This process involves a highly empathetic mindset which 
endeavours to determine implicit and explicit needs. Iterative prototyping forms a 
significant part of this process, which is ideally communicated through visual and 
interactive mediums (Carlopio, 2009). Diverse and multidisciplinary teams play an 
important part in design thinking as this allows for more beneficial collaboration 
and broader input on idea development (Rauth, et al., 2010). Brown (2009, p. 2) 
acknowledges that a design thinking approach is no longer applied exclusively to 
physical products, but also “consumer experiences, production and interaction 
process, and improvements that make existing products more appealing or 
functional”. Design thinking is becoming increasingly relevant in all disciplines and 
markets (Melles, et al., 2012; Brown, 2009).  
 
 
Figure 2.4 - Design Thinking Stages (Brown, 2009) 
 
Inspiration 
Implementation Ideation 
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Brown (2009) discussed three basic stages to a design thinking process: 
Inspiration, where a problem or opportunity initiates the process; Ideation, which 
involves the development and prototyping of ideas; and Implementation, where the 
project enters the market. Figure 2.4 illustrates the cyclical nature of these stages. 
Brown’s (2009) key stages to design thinking are broad as the process is rarely linear 
and typically iterative. As indicated by Carlopio (2009), multiple iterations are an 
important part of the design thinking process as it encourages ideas and concepts to 
be built upon and informed by previous cycles. 
Brown (2009) further explored a designer’s approach to problem solving by 
proposing three intersecting constraints or considerations that provide an 
underlying structure within each key stage. Similar to the components of human-
centred design (Chayutsahakij and Poggenpohl, 2002; Brown, 2008), these 
constraints are feasibility, desirability and viability. The feasibility constraint relates 
to what is possible in a technological sense. Technology considerations include 
manufacturing process accessibility, R&D limitations and resource availability. 
Viability is an understanding of what can be achieved in a business sense: what 
strategy and value proposition is needed in order to convert the idea into customer 
and market opportunities. Desirability relates to the consideration of what people 
actually want or will come to want. ‘People’ refers to the intended user, consumer 
or customer of the idea in development. A successful concept must operate within 
each of these constraints (Brown, 2009). Figure 2.5 illustrates these three 
intersecting constraints.  
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Figure 2.5 - Design Thinking Constraints (Brown, 2010) 
 
A deeper exploration of the design thinking process suggests that it is a form 
of knowledge development which spans analytical and synthetic thought structures 
while operating within theoretical and practical environments (Owen, 1998). The 
analytical phases involve research, discovery and problem identification. During the 
synthesis phases of design thinking, ideas are prototyped, tested and implemented. 
In the context of the design process, Brown (2009) describes analysis as 
disassembling patterns, or convergent thinking; while synthesis is described as 
divergent thinking: identifying meaningful and useful patterns as they are 
reassembled. The process shifts been theoretical and practical realms as learnings 
and insights from the real world are abstracted into concepts which can be 
integrated into ideas before being reintroduced into practice as new products, 
services, strategies, or other designs (Owen, 1998).  
Owen’s (1998) four axes of design thinking are illustrated by Beckman and 
Barry (2009) in their Elements of Design Thinking Framework (Figure 2.6). However, 
Beckman and Barry have expanded this model to include the operational focus in 
each quadrant created by the four axes: observation, frameworks, imperatives, and 
solutions. These four focuses or ‘stages’ are presented on the framework (Figure 
2.6), and discussed in detail below. 
Feasibility 
Desirability  Viability 
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Figure 2.6 - Elements of Design Thinking Framework (Beckman and Barry, 2009) 
 
Observation – The design thinking process begins with an analytical and 
empathetic perspective of the real-world environment. During the Observation 
stage, a deep understanding of the holistic context of the problem is generated 
through direct engagement with the people involved in the context. Generally, 
these people are the users, consumers or customers of the developing proposal. 
Observational research of the intended market needs to reveal not only the user’s 
product-based desires and needs, but also the meaning and experiential needs of 
this group.  
Frameworks – Data collected during the Observation phase is then abstracted 
in the Frameworks phase to identify the latent needs of the user group. Through the 
act of framing and reframing, the main outcome of this stage is to determine what 
is most important to the user within the particular context. ‘Framing’, as a design 
activity, was first introduced by Schon (1983) who describes it as the creation of a 
novel perspective from which a problem can be approached. By reframing the 
Abstract 
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Concrete 
(Practical) 
Analysis Synthesis 
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problem, a new viewpoint is created which in turn allows for unique solutions to be 
developed.  
Imperatives – After analysing the context of the problem in both the practical 
and theoretical realms, ideas are synthesised to a set of imperatives or 
requirements that are necessary to meet the identified needs of the user. 
Convergent thinking is used during this phase to extract imperatives from the 
previously generated insights, in order to maintain a clear link to the understanding 
of the user’s needs. Imperatives developed in this phase could take the form of a 
set of user requirements, a list of design necessities or a unifying proposition.  
Solutions – Returning to the practical environment, the imperatives are 
translated into tangible solutions that can be prototyped, tested with intended 
users, and implemented into real-world scenarios. The Solutions phase involves 
concept generation, concept selection and concept testing. Upon implementing a 
final solution, the process returns to the start of the cycle, whereby observations 
can now be carried out on the new practical environment.  
As can be seen in Figure 2.6, Beckman and Barry’s (2009) framework is a 
cyclical process that continually analyses and synthesises information in both the 
abstract (theoretical) and concrete (practical) disciplines. Brown (2009, p. 3) 
succinctly describes this cyclical nature as shifting “back and forth among these 
states, generating the new, analysing it, sifting and selecting, and then examining it 
in practice – and, often, starting the whole process over again”.    
Beckman and Barry’s (2009) Elements of Design Thinking framework provides 
the scaffolding from which the design-led innovation framework, discussed in the 
next section, is based upon. Hence a comprehensive understanding of the 
authoritative literature on the design thinking process and associated frameworks is 
a necessary prerequisite to understanding the other key frameworks related to this 
research.  
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2.3.3 Design-led Innovation Framework 
Design-led innovation (DLI) is a relatively new field of theory that has grown 
from a need to reposition and redefine the way design is valued and implemented 
in business. As an integrative business process, DLI assists companies to develop a 
sustainable competitive advantage by realising the strategic value design can 
provide in a business environment (Verganti, 2008; Bucolo and Matthews, 2010). By 
employing and integrating design at a holistic business level, a company can be 
considered ‘design-led’ or ‘design integrated’ (Brown, 2009; Bucolo and Matthews, 
2010; Norman and Verganti, 2012).  
The fundamental principles of design have remained constant, despite the 
continuous evolution of its application in industry and business (Beckman and Barry, 
2009; Bucolo and Matthews, 2011b). Core design principles make up the foundation 
of Bucolo and Matthews’ (2011a) design-led innovation framework, which has been 
developed by building upon Beckman and Barry’s (2009) design thinking framework. 
Essentially, the core principles that operate within the design thinking process, such 
as cyclical iterations, prototypes and solutions, are still active in a DLI process. In DLI 
however, design is not driven exclusively by user needs or technology (Verganti, 
2008). Instead, these core design principles have been extrapolated to strategy-
level business applications, allowing a business’s vision and value proposition to 
inform design decisions. For example, Brown’s (2009) Design Thinking Constraints 
(Figure 2.5) proposed that a design thinking process continuously considers the 
feasibility, viability and desirability of an idea or concept. DLI, on the other hand, 
repositions these constraints in a more specific business context by unpacking a 
product or service in terms of user needs, technology and its business model 
(Verganti, 2008). It is the introduction of a firm’s business model as a core design 
principle that differentiates DLI from standard design thinking practices. These 
three intersecting considerations are illustrated in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 - DLI Constraints (adapted from Bucolo and Matthews, 2011b) 
 
Under a more traditional human centred design process, functional and 
experiential features of a product are assessed in order to inform design decisions. 
In contrast, a design-led approach to innovation aims to relate these elements to 
the central value proposition and overall competitive advantage of the firm (Kyffin 
and Gardien, 2009). Bucolo and Matthews (2011a) have developed the Design-led 
Innovation Framework (Figure 2.8) which enables a company to undertake a design-
led transformation in order to become design integrated. The framework has been 
built upon scaffolding provided by Beckman and Barry’s (2009) Design Thinking 
Framework (Figure 2.6). Bucolo and Matthews’ (2011a) framework involves the 
continuous engagement of internal stakeholders throughout the company. In this 
way, the goal of the framework is to “ground stakeholder conversations around 
future propositions which aim to synthesise needs, technologies and possible 
business models” (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011a, p. 3). 
Technology 
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Figure 2.8 - Design-led Innovation Conceptual Framework (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011a) 
 
The conceptual Design-led Innovation Framework (Figure 2.8) illustrates an 
iterative process that can assist companies to explore, capture and realise the 
strategic value that design can bring to a business (Bucolo & Matthews, 2011a). Key 
to this framework is the relationship between operational and strategic activities 
within a business, and the internal and external focus of these activities. These four 
elements make up the axes of the framework.  The underlying opportunity or value 
proposition is positioned at the centre of these axes, and is used as the 
fundamental unifying theme to bring together all sections of a business. Engaging 
all levels of a business is significant as this model is built around the concept that 
change is required at all levels of a business in order to achieve growth through 
innovation (Chesbrough and Schwartz, 2007).  
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Figure 2.9 - Operational Side of DLI Framework (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011a) 
 
Due to the iterative and cyclical nature of the framework, the process can be 
initiated at any stage. In order to remain consistent with the previous overview of 
the Design Thinking Framework (Figure 2.8), the operational axis of the model will 
be discussed first (Figure 2.9). Starting with the observation stage, the firm 
considers its customers at the commencement of the design process by identifying 
its complete value chain. In the context of this framework, reframing is used to 
identify and understand the meaning behind observations. These informed insights 
can then be used to structure the central opportunity to create a new value 
proposition.  
At this stage, the process shifts from an operational focus to a strategic focus 
(Figure 2.10). The newly developed value proposition is now used to inform and 
create a new competitive strategy that can then be prototyped and tested with 
stakeholders. Additionally, activities and resources are considered that will allow 
the firm to execute the value proposition while aligning with the existing brand 
message and future vision of the company. 
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Figure 2.10 - Strategic Side of DLI Framework (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011a) 
 
2.3.4 Danish Design ladder Model 
The Danish Design Ladder is a model developed by the Danish Design Council 
as a way to categorise the different levels of influence or ‘integration’ design can 
have within a business (Kretzschmar, 2003). This model is highly relevant to the 
research presented in this thesis as it provides a foundational reference point from 
which changes in a company can be gauged. As explained by Bucolo and Matthews 
(2011b, p. 2), design intervention programs, such as design-led innovation, aim to 
“enable companies to shift their perspective on the value of design and therefore 
move up the ladder over time, from negligible attention to design, to design being 
critical to the company’s success”. In this way, the Danish Design Ladder model 
allows independent companies to be compared on a simple yet reasonably 
undisputed scale in terms of their perspective and application of design. Research 
by Kretzschmar (2003) has indicated that a correlation exists between high 
company performance and a higher ranking on the design ladder.  
There are four steps to the Danish Design Ladder: No Design, Design as 
Styling, Design as Process and Design as Strategy. These four steps are illustrated in 
Figure 2.11, and discussed in detail below.  
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Figure 2.11 - Danish Design Ladder (Kretzschmar, 2003) 
 
Step 1: No Design – At the first step, design plays little to no role in a company 
and a negligible role in product development. Solutions to design and innovation 
problems are based on the perspectives of the people involved in the project; end 
user or stakeholder perspectives are not utilised or considered. 
Step 2: Design as Styling – The second step sees design being used as tool to 
develop the form, usability and aesthetics of a product. At this level, design 
outcomes are easily accountable and measurable since they relate to observable 
product features.  
Step 3: Design as Process – Companies utilising design at the third level of 
design integration are aware of the potential for design to be used as a 
methodology, rather than a tool, within projects. The design process is adapted to 
the task and involves a strong focus on the requirements of the involved 
stakeholders. Typically, applying design at a process level involves a high level of 
interdisciplinary collaboration.  
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Step 4: Design as Strategy – At the final step of the ladder, design is 
integrated within the business at a strategic level. Upper levels of management 
within the business are involved in the design process to create value through 
innovation at all levels of the company. Customer insights are regularly generated 
and tested, and play an integral role in informing design decisions (Kretzschmar, 
2003).  
Best, Kootstra and Murphy (2010) have extended Kretzschmar’s (2003) model 
by recognising that there may be other factors which contribute to the driving force 
of innovation in a company, in addition to the level of design integration. With a 
focus on design management, rather than design integration, Best, Kootstra and 
Murphy (2010) proposed that there are five factors which contribute to the success 
or failure of design, and that these factors can assist in the management of each 
step of the ladder. Figure 2.12 represents these factors - Awareness, Planning, 
Resources, Expertise and Process - as a third dimension to Kretzschmar’s (2003) 
model. Each factor is described below.  
 
Figure 2.12 - Design Management Staircase (Best, Kootstra and Murphy, 2010) 
 
Factor 1: Awareness of Benefits – Managers who have not been previously 
exposed to design processes are less likely to value design as a competitive asset.  
Factor 2: Planning for Design – Design objectives are incorporated into the 
business plan, and are driven in accordance with business targets.  
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Factor 3: Resources for Design – The extent of investment made by the 
company into design projects, skills and working environment.  
Factor 4: Design Management Expertise – Appropriate staff are engaged and 
applicable methods are utilised. 
Factor 5: Design Management Process – Formal programs of design activities 
are integrated into the company’s policies for product development and innovation.  
Currently, there is a substantial quantity of literature that examines and 
identifies how design can be integrated into a company; however there is not a 
great deal of literature which focuses specifically on how a company might progress 
up the Danish Design Ladder. Bucolo and Matthews (2011a) recognise that the 
utilisation of awareness activities, in conjunction with direct company interventions, 
is a typical way of assisting a firm to shift up the ladder to a higher level of design 
integration.  
 
2.3.5 Design Innovation Catalyst 
A void exists between the realms of research and practice. It is suggested that 
this gap exists due to distinctive differences in skills, knowledge and semantics 
between researchers and practitioners (Norman, 2010). While this gap is sometimes 
the result of misunderstandings or miscommunication between the two 
communities, it is commonly recognised that the relationship between research and 
practice is highly beneficial for innovation (Murray, 2009). For this reason Norman 
(2010) hypothesised a new discipline that can bridge the theoretical constructs of 
research with the realities of practice, which he refers to as transitional engineering. 
Professionals working in this new role would act as a multidisciplinary authority 
who could translate research into operations that can be understood in business, as 
well as utilising business practices to inform research. A representation of this 
translational practice is illustrated in Figure 2.13. Norman (2010) notes that it is 
necessary and beneficial for this translation to occur in both directions. 
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Figure 2.13 - Transitional Practitioner (adapted from Norman, 2010) 
 
Norman’s (2010) Transitional Engineer concept is valuable to design research 
because the research-practice gap draws many similarities to the design-business 
gap. However it was acknowledged that Norman’s (2010) concept is presented as a 
proposal. As such, it does not identify who would undertake these responsibilities, 
and more importantly, it does not specify how they would successfully execute a 
translational connection between research and practice.  
 The design innovation catalyst, first proposed in literature by Wrigley and 
Bucolo (2012), is built upon Norman’s (2010) Transitional Engineer concept and 
aims to answer the questions of who would work in the translational space 
between research and practice, or in this case design and business. The design 
innovation catalyst is an emerging role within a growing body of relevant literature 
that challenges the responsibilities of a designer within a company. The role of a 
design innovation catalyst cannot be departmentalised or outsourced; instead it 
requires support from top line management and must be facilitated internally 
(Wrigley, 2013).  Among other valuable characteristics, visual communication skills 
and a strong sense of empathy make designers well suited to this purpose (Bucolo 
and Matthews, 2011a). 
Wrigley (2013, p. 4) describes the role of the design innovation catalyst as a 
practitioner who “translates and facilitates design observation, insight, meaning 
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and strategy, into all facets of the organisation”. Additionally, the catalyst disrupts 
and challenges the internal and external innovation strategies of the firm from a 
position within the company. Although the catalyst retains an external or holistic 
view of the firm, it is necessary for the catalyst to be completely embedded within 
the operations of the firm in order to accurately understand, from a first person 
perspective, the cultural characteristics of the business. In this way, the catalyst can 
synthesise information from the internal and external influences of the company 
while simultaneously facilitating change at both an operational and strategic level 
within the business. This role is illustrated in Figure 2.14, where the purpose of the 
catalyst is mapped over the design-led innovation Conceptual Framework. Figure 
2.14 shows how the catalyst operates at both a project level and a business level, 
while continuously assessing and prototyping ideas against the company’s core 
value proposition (Wrigley, 2013). 
 
Figure 2.14 - Design Innovation Catalyst Framework (Wrigley and Bucolo, 2012) 
 
In order to facilitate the uptake of design-led innovation and achieve a 
beneficial change within a company, the design innovation catalyst requires a 
unique set of interdisciplinary skills. The catalyst must first be capable of 
communicating in the language of business and design. Martin (2007) recognises 
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that design and business are inherently different domains, and suggests empathy, 
communication and familiarity as methods of bridging these fields. A strong 
understanding of the business model, organisational culture and procedural 
constraints is necessary so that the catalyst can execute and facilitate changes from 
an embedded position within the company. Additionally, a sound theoretical 
knowledge in the design-led innovation framework is required in order to 
successfully disseminate knowledge throughout the firm (Wrigley, 2013).  Visual 
tools can be used as an effective means to encourage conversations and 
engagement between these two disciplines. Wrigley (2013, p. 5) summarised these 
skills by stating that the design innovation catalyst “needs to speak both languages 
along with the ability to unpack design expression whilst simultaneously working 
within the constraints of a business model”. Figure 2.15 shows a visual 
representation the bridging nature of a catalyst’s work. Skills involved with the 
theoretical and design elements of design-led innovation are continuously 
integrated and utilised through embedded practice within a company. 
Simultaneously, the practical skills required for the embedment are used to inform 
and direct the application of the DLI theory.   
 
Figure 2.15 - Catalyst Bridging Skills (adapted from Wrigley, 2013) 
 
2.3.6 Design Frameworks Summary 
This section has explored the relevant literature surrounding four design 
frameworks that are highly significant to the research presented in this thesis. 
Firstly, the Elements of Design Thinking framework (Figure 2.6, p. 34) by Beckman 
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and Barry (2009) is discussed in addition to its relationship to Brown’s (2009) three 
constraints of design thinking. Using Beckman and Barry’s framework as scaffolding, 
Bucolo and Matthews (2011a) constructed the Design-led Innovation Framework 
(Figure 2.8, p. 38), which links a company’s operational and strategic practices to its 
central value proposition. The design innovation catalyst framework by Wrigley and 
Bucolo (2012) reflects the role of the catalyst in relation to the elements of the 
design-led innovation framework. And finally, the Danish Design Ladder 
(Kretzschmar, 2003) provides a simple scale on which a company can be categorised 
in regards to their level of design integration.  
While there is an abundance of literature available for the theoretical and 
practical applications of the frameworks discussed in this section, with exception of 
the Design Innovation Catalyst Framework, gaps in knowledge exist regarding the 
application and understanding of these models in the context of the Australian 
manufacturing industry. Furthermore, existing literature is focused on the 
operational and practical outcomes of these theoretical models. The cultural or 
perception changes that are created through design-led innovation and facilitated 
by the design innovation catalyst remain relatively unexplored.  
 
2.4 Summary of Literature Review 
The areas of literature that are relevant to the research presented in this 
thesis have been presented in the preceding sections. Literature surrounding the 
Australian manufacturing industry, applications of design and design frameworks 
has been examined in detail to provide a strong theoretical foundation from which 
findings can grow from and discussions can be formed.  
Small to medium sized manufacturers based in Australia face a range of 
ongoing challenges in terms of remaining viable in an increasingly global economy. 
Challenges include rises in exchange rates, an aging workforce and a small domestic 
market. Despite these hurdles, manufacturing, and in particular SMEs within this 
sector, remains a significant contributor to Australia’s GDP. For this reason, much 
research and literature has been published which aims to assist the industry to 
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remain competitive. Specifically, there is an abundance of research which examines 
why and how particular companies continue to perform strongly in the Australian 
manufacturing sector, despite unfavourable market conditions.  
Literature surrounding design’s shifting and emerging role in business is 
important to this research as it provides context to the transformation that a 
company may experience throughout the research engagement. Some research 
exists which identifies how a company achieves a holistic, business-focused 
application of design; however there is little research which examines the transition 
from a traditional product focused application of design to this higher level 
integration. Furthermore, few methods exist in current literature for accurately 
measuring and accounting for the benefits of integrating design as a strategic 
process within a business.  
Many frameworks have been published which illustrate and clarify the often 
non-linear and somewhat messy methods used within design processes. The design-
led innovation framework in particular plays a vital role in the direction of this 
research, and several studies have been conducted with this model in order to test 
and identify its merits and limitations.  The research presented in this thesis aims to 
investigate the shift the perception of design within a particular company by 
facilitating the uptake of a design-led culture. The design-led innovation framework 
will be utilised and examined in order to identify its applicability towards 
overcoming barriers encountered during the study.  
 
2.5 Identified Gaps 
To provide the theoretical constraints of this research, research gaps have 
been identified through an analysis of the content of relevant key literature 
resources. The reviewed literature suggests that the traditional modes of 
production-based differentiation in the Australian manufacturing industry can no 
longer provide a sustainable competitive advantage, and that the application of 
design processes at a strategic level can help achieve this. Design-led Innovation 
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theory and publications have been growing in recent years; however there remain 
gaps in published knowledge regarding how a firm interacts with these processes. 
In particular, how a firm shifts its perception of design from a traditional 
product focus to a whole-firm strategic focus has not been thoroughly investigated 
in the context of an Australian manufacturing SME. Some literature exists which 
demonstrates the operational changes a firm experiences when making this 
transition (Bucolo and Matthews, 2010; Pozzey, 2013), however the cultural 
changes of such a shift remain relatively unknown. Furthermore, additional 
research is needed regarding the operational side of a design innovation catalyst’s 
work. Current literature does not extensively explore how a catalyst can facilitate a 
change in the perception of design and overcome internal barriers from an 
embedded position within the firm.  
In summary, three predominant gaps in knowledge have been identified in the 
literature review which this research aims to address:  
a) Limited real world examples exist to demonstrate how a SME in the 
Australian manufacturing sector can transform its perception of design 
from a product focus to a strategic focus through the use of design-led 
innovation processes. 
b) Additional research is needed to better understand how a design 
innovation catalyst can facilitate a shift in the perception of design from 
a product focus to a strategic focus.  
c) Limited research has been conducted on the cultural changes a firm 
experiences while transforming its perception of design from a product 
focus to a strategic focus. In particular, how these cultural changes are 
achieved remains relatively unexplored in literature.  
Figure 2.16 illustrates these literature gaps in a Venn diagram by relating 
seven key areas from the literature review. These seven key areas are: Australian 
Manufacturing Industry, SMEs, Design-led Innovation, Action Research, Design 
Innovation Catalyst, Organisational Change, and Changing Role of Design.  
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Figure 2.16 - Literature Gaps 
 
Table 2.3 (overleaf) illustrates the content of key literature sources within the 
topics relevant to this research. Additionally, the format of this literature gap table 
allows for the sub-research questions, which are re-stated below, to be mapped 
against relevant literature. This thesis is built around a core research proposition: 
RP: Investigating the shift in an Australian manufacturing SME’s perception of 
design from styling to strategy, through the use of design-led innovation. 
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As shown in Table 2.3, the research proposition spans all seven of the key 
literature categories that relate to this research. The sub-research questions are 
directly related to the three identified gaps in literature, and all are associated 
under the context of SMEs within the Australian manufacturing industry.  
RQ [1]: What barriers and challenges were encountered and overcome 
throughout this engagement? 
The first sub-research question relates to the first predominant gap in 
literature (Gap A). Identifying the barriers and challenges to implementing design-
led processes will provide a real world example of how a manufacturing SME’s 
perception of design can be transformed.  
RQ [2]: What aspects of the tools or approaches used had a significant 
influence over this shift? 
The second sub-research question aligns to the second identified research gap 
(Gap B). By understanding the characteristics of the tools and approaches used to 
shift the perception of design, a contribution to knowledge can be made regarding 
how future catalysts could facilitate a design-led transformation.  
RQ [3]: Has the participating company seen a change in its perception of 
design as a result of the interaction with design-led innovation theories and 
processes? 
The third identified gap in literature (Gap C) is answered by the third sub-
research question, which examines how cultural changes, such as a shift in 
perception, can be achieved through design-led innovation.   
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 
 Brown (2010) 
     
 
 Bucolo and Matthews (2010) 
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 Bucolo and Matthews (2011a) 
   
 
 
 
 Bucolo and Matthews (2011b) 
   
 
 
 
 Carlopio (2009) 
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 
 Chesbrough (2007) 
  
 
  
 
 Deakin and Freel (1998) 
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 Dell’Era and Verganti (2010) 
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 
 Dick (2013) 
     
  
Gemser and Leenders (2001) 
  
 
  
 
 Kretzschmar (2003) 
     
 
 Liedtka (2010) 
   
 
 
 
 Mahmood (2004)   
   
 
 Matthews, Bucolo and Wrigley (2012) 
  
  
 
 
 McAdam (2000) 
 
 
   
 
 McAdam (2002) 
 
 
   
 
 Neumeier (2008) 
  
 
  
 
 Norman (2010) 
  
 
  
 
 Norman and Verganti (2011) 
     
 
 Pozzey (2013) 
 
      
Rashid (2004) 
  
 
  
 
 Romme, (2004) 
     
  
Schein (1996) 
  
 
  
 
 Swink (2000) 
  
 
  
 
 Teece (2010) 
  
 
  
 
 Todnem (2005) 
  
 
  
 
 Verganti (2006) 
   
 
 
 
 Wiesner, Banham and Poole (2004) 
 
  
  
 
 Wiesner, McDonald and Banham (2007)        
Wrigley (2013)        
Wrigley and Bucolo (2012)        
Zuber-Skerritt (2001) 
     
  
RQ [1]        
RQ [2]        
RQ [3]        
RP        
Table 2.3 – Content of Key literature Sources
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Chapter 3: Research Design  
3.1 Introduction 
Current literature in the field of design-led innovation focuses on the 
difficulties, challenges and barriers faced by the firm while working with a catalyst 
to make this internal transformation. This research aims to fill a gap in knowledge 
by identifying how the perception of design changed throughout the engagement 
and examining the enablers associated with this shift. This chapter explains in depth 
how the research has been structured and conducted. The aims and objectives of 
the research are clearly defined and associated to the previously identified gaps in 
published knowledge. In order to justify and strengthen the academic rigour of the 
results of this research, each element of the methodology has been thoroughly 
discussed, including the theoretical frameworks under which the research was 
conducted, the data collection methods and the data analysis methods. The 
research design is then contextualised with a comprehensive description of the 
company participating in this research in Chapter 4.   
 
3.2 Research Aim and Objectives 
This research aims to identify how design-led innovation can shift a 
manufacturing SME’s perception of design, so that it can more readily implement 
design at a strategic level. In consideration of past studies, this research recognises 
that design-led innovation can have a beneficial influence over the strategic 
direction and competitiveness of a company (Bolton, 2009). In the same way, it is 
also recognised that employing and utilising design at a holistic level within a 
company can produce measurable benefits (Pozzey, 2013). This research does not 
therefore aim to prove the value of either design-led innovation or strategic-level 
design. Instead, this research aims to develop an understanding of how a firm 
transforms its utilisation of design through design-led innovation processes. In 
particular, this research aims to identify the enablers and barriers to shifting a 
manufacturing SME’s utilisation of design, from a traditional, product focused 
activity to a ‘whole firm’ strategic focus.   
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By demonstrating the value of design as a strategic tool through design-led 
innovation processes, this research is focused on promoting the level of design 
integration within an SME’s. For this firm, design integration will principally 
manifest itself though a shift in perception of design’s role within the company. The 
following objectives have been proposed in order to achieve this goal: 
• Unpack a company’s perception of design both before and after the design-
led engagement in order to identify changes 
• Identify the barriers and challenges encountered during the design-led 
engagement while attempting to facilitate a shift in the perception of design 
• Understand the attributes of the tools and approaches used throughout the 
design-led engagement in order to identify why they were successful or 
unsuccessful in overcoming barriers and achieving outcomes 
 
3.3 Methodology  
Embedded within a small to medium sized enterprise (SME) in the Australian 
manufacturing sector, the author of this thesis, referred to as the ‘researcher’, has 
operated as a design innovation catalyst over a period of 11 months to teach theory 
and demonstrate design-led processes. Employing a design innovation catalyst 
allows a firm to take the first step towards a design-led transformation and shift the 
utilisation of design towards a strategic level. 
The objectives of this research require a methodology that facilitates change, 
while simultaneously recording and understanding the characteristics of this 
change. Action research combines change and learning within one process (Dick, 
2002), making it highly applicable to the aims and objectives of this research. An 
action research methodology is a participative, cyclical and rigorous process 
whereby the researcher progresses through phases of planning, acting and 
observation, similar to a common trial-and-error problem solving approach (Zuber-
Skerritt, 2001). However, action research generates a more explicit understanding 
of the problem through regular, systematic and critical reflection. Figure 3.1 
illustrates this cyclical method.  
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Figure 3.1 - Action Research Process (Dick, 2002) 
 
Complimentary to the role of the design innovation catalyst, which 
continuously transitions between the domains of research and industry, action 
research assists in bridging the gap between theory and practice by providing a 
framework to implement strategies and learn from the outcomes. Most action 
research is qualitative since results are typically formed through reflection and 
discussion. It is “much more able to produce ‘valid’ results than ordinary or 
conventional social sciences” (Brydon-Miller, Greenwood and Maguire, 2003, p25). 
This is because action research combines research knowledge, such as DLI theory 
introduced by the catalyst in this research, with local knowledge, such as the 
practical experiences of the employees of the participating company.  
Starting with the planning phase, the researcher explores the context and 
decides what actions will be taken in addition to what outcomes are expected. This 
helps to improve the effectiveness of both the action and observation phases 
(Zuber-Skerritt, 2001). The action phase requires the involvement of people 
affected by the research. In this way, action research seeks the engagement of 
relevant stakeholders in order to influence change. During the observation phase, 
the situation is re-examined and contrasted to the initial planning phase. The final 
reflection phase is a critical component of the action research process. Through 
reflection, the process is reviewed in order to create learnings from the research 
(Romme, 2004). In the case of this research, an action research methodology has 
allowed the researcher to facilitate the implementation of DLI theory within the 
firm and concurrently reflect upon the challenges and outcomes encountered.  
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3.4 Data Collection 
Within the Action Research framework, three types of data collection 
methods have been utilised: semi-structured interviews, a focus group and an 
ongoing reflective journal. The use of three distinct methods creates validity in the 
research through data triangulation. Guion, Diehl and McDonald (2011) defined 
data triangulation as a method which uses differing sources of information, as 
opposed to investigative or environmental triangulation. The three sources of 
collected data are: 
A. Semi-structured interviews with employees at the beginning of the research 
which assessed initial perceptions and cultures, and repeated several 
months into the project to identify changes. 
B. Regular reflective journal entries of insights gathered, events, reactions, 
opinions perceptions and ongoing observations from an internal perspective 
of the company.   
C. A focus group conducted midway between the two rounds of interviews as a 
way to pull together the operational, strategic and theoretical work of the 
researcher in a group setting.  
The duration and timing of each of these data collection methods are 
represented graphically in Figure 3.2, which illustrates when each method was 
utilised during the 11 month research engagement. Table 3.1 summarises and 
compares the duration, objectives, process and participants of each data collection 
method. An explanation of the details and applicability is then provided in addition 
to a justification of each method following Table 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.2 - Data Collection Timeline 
Data Set A: 
First Round 
Interviews 
Data Set A: 
Second Round 
Interviews 
Data Set B: Reflective Journal 
Month 
Data Set C: 
Focus Group 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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 Data Set A: 
14 First Round 
Interviews 
Data Set A: 
8 Second Round 
Interviews 
Reflective 
Journal 
Focus Group 
Time 
Period 
3 months into 
project 
30 mins – 1 hour 
per interview 
9 months into 
project 
30 mins – 1 hour 
per interview 
Continuous over 
11 months  
6 months into 
project 
2 hour session 
Objectives Identify 
participant’s 
perspective of 
existing company 
culture, issues, 
direction, 
customer relations, 
strengths and 
weaknesses 
Explore 
employee’s initial 
understanding of 
design and DLI 
 
Create critical 
reflection on the 
tools and 
approaches used 
throughout the 
engagement from 
the employee’s 
perspective 
Explore 
employee’s new 
understanding of 
design and DLI 
 
Keep a record of 
employee’s 
responses to 
events and 
activities 
Reinforce other 
collected data with 
evidence from an 
external view point 
 
Generate group 
discussion around 
assumptions of 
what is important 
to customers and 
how these needs 
are fulfilled 
Generate data to 
present to 
customers 
 
 
Method Private, one on one settings 
Voice recorded 
Transcribed for analysis 
[126 pages of transcription in total] 
Reflections made 
on each event  
Date and details of 
each event 
recorded with 
reflection 
Listed in digital 
document in 
chronological 
order 
[69 pages of 
reflection in total] 
 
Group setting with 
R&D department  
Notes taken during 
discussion 
Group activity used 
to generate 
conversation 
Outcomes 
recorded at end of 
discussion 
[7 pages of notes 
in total] 
Participants 14 participants 
Participants from 
Upper 
Management, 
R&D, Marketing, 
Sales, 
Manufacturing, 
QC, Administration 
Managerial and 
supervisory 
positions 
8 participants  
Participants from 
R&D, Sales, 
Marketing and 
Upper 
Management 
Participants who 
had been involved 
in the research 
project 
 
Reflections were 
made on all 
relevant events, 
regardless of who 
was involved 
 
5 Participants  
R&D department 
 
Table 3.1 - Data Collection Methods Comparison 
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3.4.1 Semi-structured Interviews 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted individually with staff members, 
three months into the engagement, and repeated six months later. This type of 
interview was relevant to the study as it allowed participants to explore issues that 
they feel are important in a conversational manner, without being restricted to a 
set interview schedule (Longhurst, 2003). The first round of interviews involved 14 
participants, and had two main objectives. Firstly, the initial interviews were 
intended to determine the participant’s personal perspectives of company values, 
issues, strengths and customer relations in order to create a preliminary benchmark 
from which to identify changes. At the time of the first round of interviews, 
participants had received only a minor exposure to design-led innovation and the 
work of the catalyst. For this reason, the second objective of the first round 
interviews was to assess the early understandings and perceptions of DLI and the 
catalyst’s position in the company. 
The second round of interviews, conducted nine months into the project, 
were conducted with eight of the original 14 participants. These participants were 
more heavily involved with the work of the catalyst. The discussions conducted in 
this interview round were focused on identifying changes in perceptions of design 
and DLI, as well as reflecting on how these changes came about. To incite active 
conversation about participants’ changes in thinking, the interview questions 
focused on the tools and approaches utilised throughout the preceding months, and 
explored the participant’s reflections and opinions on these activities.  
Both rounds of interviews were conducted in private, one-on-one 
environments onsite at the participating company, and were voice recorded for 
later transcription and analysis. 126 pages of transcription were created in total. 
Participants were approached through personalised emails, and the interviews were 
typically 30 to 60 minutes in duration. An example of the interview transcripts is 
provided in Appendix A. 
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3.4.2 Reflective Journal  
A significant component of the action research methodology is the reflection 
that takes place after observing the effects of a newly trialled tool, approach or 
process. For this reason, a reflective journal was utilised by the researcher to 
harness these reflections as a data collection method. Plack, et al., (2005, p. 199) 
recognised that “reflection gives meaning to experience; it turns experience into 
practice, links past and present experiences, and prepares the individual for future 
practice”. Furthermore, Plack, et al., (2005) stated that reflection is broadly 
accepted as an effective learning tool, and promoted journal writing as a functional 
means to facilitate reflection. The reflective journal provided a medium for 
recording and reflecting upon employee reactions to presentations, workshops, 
conversations and activities relating to the work of the catalyst and DLI. 
Furthermore, entries in the reflective journal included reflections on the research 
project itself, such as barriers or prompts to engagement in design integration and 
changes in day to day operational activities. Reflections were recorded 
electronically up to three times per week, organised by date, and included 
contextual details of the specific event. Throughout the research engagement, a 
total of 69 pages of reflections were recorded. The reflective journal entries 
provides a separate source of data and increases the validity of data generated in 
the semi-structured interviews and the focus group. An example of the reflective 
journal entries are provided in Appendix B. 
 
3.4.3 Focus Group 
A focus group was conducted midway through the engagement in order to 
examine the common assumptions made by employees in regards to the values of 
key customers and the biggest issues they face. The focus group data collection 
method allowed the group of participants to not only respond to stimuli provided 
by the researcher, but also interact amongst themselves. The significance of a focus 
group is that is allows participants to ask each other questions and make comments 
on each other’s point of view (Kitzinger, 1995). The focus group discussed the ways 
in which these values are currently met, and how these issues can be mitigated 
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within the company. These topics were discussed in a group setting with five 
participants from the Research and Development department. The main objective 
of this focus group was to produce a comprehensive list of assumptions surrounding 
key customers that could then be challenged through direct discussion with these 
customers. The focus group session ran for a duration of two hours. 
 
3.5 Participant Selection 
Participants involved in this research are exclusively employees from the 
participating firm. The open culture of the firm has created an environment in 
which most employees felt that they can speak honestly about the company 
without repercussions. Because of this, criteria for selecting participants for the 
interviews and the focus group were generalised and minimal.  Table 3.2 presents 
the distribution of participants in the first round of interviews, the focus group and 
the second round of interviews in relation to the internal departments of the 
company.  
Department Participant 
First 
Round 
Interviews 
Focus 
Group 
Second 
Round 
Interviews 
Upper 
Management 
1    
2    
3    
4    
R&D 5    
6    
7    
8    
Marketing 9    
10    
Sales 11    
Manufacturing 12    
Quality Control 13    
Administration 14    
Table 3.2 - Participant Distribution 
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Participants from all departments of the company were selected for the first 
round of semi-structured interviews, including Upper Management, Quality Control, 
Administration, Purchasing, Sales, Marketing, Research and Development, and 
Manufacturing. Most participants in this group were from managerial or supervisory 
roles within the departments. The minimal selection criteria contributed towards 
achieving the key objectives of the first round interviews, and allowed the data to 
be collected from as broad of an audience as possible, while still maintaining the 
higher level knowledge of management-level employees. Participants invited to be 
interviewed in the second round were all involved in the initial group of interviews, 
however the invitation was only extended to eight participants who were more 
heavily involved with the work of the catalyst. This is because the objectives of the 
second round interviews were more specific, as discussed in Table 3.1. These 
participants were from the Upper Management, Marketing, Sales and Research and 
Development departments.  
The five participants selected to be involved in the focus group made up the 
entire Research and Development department. The content of the focus group, 
discussed in Section 7.6.3, would be most relevant to these particular employees 
because they would ultimately be the ones to make decisions based on the 
assumptions that would be identified and tested through the focus group. 
 
3.6 Data Analysis 
As stated by Braun and Clarke (2006), a thematic analysis is the foundational 
method for qualitative analysis. A thematic analysis allows the researcher to 
identify, analyse and report patterns or themes within a data set (Braun and Clarke, 
2006). For the research presented in this thesis, a thematic analysis was conducted 
on the three previously discussed data sets in order to identify common and 
recurring themes in regards to changes in the perceptions of design over the 
duration of the 11 month research project. A thematic analysis is appropriate for 
the aims of this research as it does not pre-define the subject of the identified 
themes, but rather is directed by the requirements of the research and the input of 
the researcher (Gavin, 2008). However, the analysis has been conducted under a 
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‘theoretical’ context, as discussed by Braun and Clarke (2006) – the researcher’s 
theoretical and analytic interest in the data has driven the theme creation. The 
thematic analysis was conducted using Braun and Clarke’s (2006) five-phase process 
of analysis: Data Familiarisation, Generating Initial Codes, Searching for Themes, 
Reviewing Themes, and Defining Themes. Each of these phases are discussed in 
detail below and exemplified in the referenced appendices where applicable. 
Data Familiarisation – Initially the researcher was immersed in the data 
through personal transcription of interviews and repeated reading.  
Generating Initial Codes – Lapadat (2009) highlights coding as the basic 
analytic strategy within a thematic analysis. Generating initial codes involves 
inspecting the data to identify recurrent topics or relationships and marking 
passages with a categorical code for later retrieval and theme-building. This is 
represented in Appendix C in the comments added to the page margin. Additionally, 
list of generated codes and sub-codes are presented below. 
Searching for Themes – This phase involves analysing the codes to produce 
broader-level potential themes. These potential themes make up the sub-themes 
that can be seen in Appendix D. Gavin (2008) defines sub-themes as units that are 
developed from patterns which can be drawn together. Direct quotes from 
interviews were grouped under sub themes in a table format. 
Reviewing Themes – Reviewing the potential themes involves checking that 
the sub-themes create an accurate representation of the data. 
Defining Themes – The final stage of a thematic analysis is the refinement of 
the ‘essence’ of the content of each theme. This involves a clear understanding of 
what aspects of the data each theme captures (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Appendix E 
highlights the refined themes of the research in the thematic analysis. A list of 
themes and sub-themes into which direct quotes were grouped are provided below.  
The initial coding process produced 17 codes which were used to inform the 
development of sub-themes and themes. Table 3.3 presents each initial code that 
was used to analyse the transcripts and reflective journal. A description of each 
code and an example quote is provided.  
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 Code Description Example Quote 
[A] 
Big Picture References made towards a 
broader, more holistic view of 
design and its applications 
“It’s the big picture way of looking 
at it, we just don’t have time.” 
[B] 
Progression Developments in the project and 
changes in the firm 
“If you talk about design and only 
talk about product design, then I 
think you’ve lost it a little bit.” 
[C] 
Future of Project Thoughts and opinions on the 
future direction of the project and 
design activities within the firm 
Future strategic plan is quite laid 
out. How will DLI fit into this or 
contribute to this?  
[D] 
Long Term Culture Comments on the existing and 
traditional culture within the firm 
“People have been here for 30 
years, they don’t want to change 
the way they do things.” 
[E] 
Customer Values References to customer ideals 
and significant concerns of 
customers 
“If we develop a product and they 
are not happy with it … there has 
to be some sort of 
communication established?” 
[F] 
Difficulties of 
Project 
Challenges and problems that 
arise during the project 
“There’s a ‘what’s in it for me?’ 
attitude. If there’s no benefit for 
them, they’re not going to want 
to change as quickly.” 
[G] 
Customer Types References to types of customers 
and stakeholders 
“So for us to gain insight into that 
market we have to be talking to 
our customers because they are 
the ones dealing with it, day in 
day out.” 
[H] 
Existing Problems Problems that are currently being 
experienced within the firm: both 
operational and strategic 
“The processes are there, but 
they need to be tailored in such a 
way that they are more proactive, 
rather than lethargic, at best, in 
their approach.” 
[I] 
Restrictive Culture Comments on culture relating 
specifically to change-aversion  
“Guess they are always open to 
common sense suggestions and 
always trying to improve.” 
[J] 
Expectations of Role Initial and ongoing expectations 
of the researcher’s role as a 
catalyst 
“My first thoughts were industrial 
designer. From an aesthetic point 
of view, look at the aesthetics of 
some of our products and 
systems.” 
Table 3.3 - Thematic Analysis Coding Scheme 
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 Code Description Example Quote 
[K] 
Management and 
Leadership 
Comments on management’s role 
in the development of the 
company, and in particular design 
activities  
“New product suggestion has to 
come through sales, and then it is 
up to management to decide if we 
see potential in it to initiate a 
project.” 
[L] 
Intangibility of 
Outcomes 
Specific perceptions of design 
outcomes relating to tangibility 
“Bringing the focus back on the 
intangible values, customer 
service, and value to your 
customers, that sort of thing.” 
[M] 
Measuring Success Concerns or comments on 
measuring the success of the 
design-led project and design 
activities 
“Whereas now, it’s what we take 
from it but it doesn’t tell us 
exactly how we are going to do it. 
It needs to evolve a little bit 
more.” 
[N] 
Aligning Company 
Values 
References to values of the 
company, inconsistencies, 
incongruences and misalignments 
“What we thought the value we 
offered may not necessarily be 
the case.” 
[O] 
Company Vision Future visions for the company, 
both strategic and operational 
“It’s looking at that vision. And 
while you haven’t actually said, 
these are my recommendations, 
you’ve asked the questions to 
stimulate people to get them 
thinking in that direction.” 
[P] 
Creating 
Perspective 
Comments on new perspectives 
that have been created or 
challenged among employees 
“It has challenged quite a number 
of people. And what they actually 
do, and how they participate.” 
[Q] 
Inciting Changes Changes and outcomes that have 
been experienced as a result of 
design activities and the design-
led project 
“I think with that information I 
can take it to the next level.” 
Table 3.3 - Thematic Analysis Coding Scheme (Continued) 
 
Analysis of the initial codes produced eight, broader-level sub-themes, which 
were then refined into three final themes. These themes informed and directed the 
content of the Results Chapter. Table 3.4 presents the grouping of codes into sub-
themes, and sub-themes into themes. A description of each theme and sub-theme 
is also provided. The three final themes produced from the thematic analysis are: 
Changes in Perception of Design; Barriers to Shifting Perception; and Tools and 
Approaches.  
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Theme Sub-Theme Code 
Changes in Perception of 
Design 
The progression of the 
perceived value design can 
bring to the company, from 
the point of view of the 
participants. 
Role of Design 
Codes which relate to how 
design is perceived and utilised 
throughout the research 
engagement 
[A] Big Picture  
[B] Progression 
[K] Management and Leadership 
Role of Customer 
Codes which relate to the 
perceived role of the customer 
throughout the research 
engagement 
[E] Customer Values 
[G] Customer Types 
Outcomes of Design 
Codes which examine the 
specific outcomes of design 
throughout the research 
engagement 
[C] Future of Project 
[B] Progression 
Barriers to Shifting Perception 
Barriers and challenges 
encountered by the researcher 
during the design-led 
engagement while attempting 
to influence the general 
perception of design. 
 
Understanding the Role of the 
Catalyst 
Codes which relate to the 
perceived role of the 
researcher and the scope of 
the project 
[F] Difficulties of Project 
[J] Expectations of Role 
Existing Culture 
Codes which relate to the 
cultural traits of the firm 
[D] Long Term Culture 
[H] Existing Problems 
[I] Restrictive Culture 
Direct vs Indirect Value 
Codes which relate to the 
common preferences towards 
project outcomes within the 
firm 
[L] Intangibility of Outcomes 
[M] Measuring Success 
Tools and Approaches 
Enablers and positive 
influences towards the goals of 
the design-led project 
Successful and Unsuccessful 
Approaches 
Codes which relate to the 
success of and engagement 
with design tools and 
approaches 
[N] Aligning Company Values 
[O] Company Vision 
[P] Creating Perspective 
Outcomes 
Codes which examine the 
specific outcomes of design 
tools and approaches 
throughout the research 
engagement 
[Q] Inciting Changes 
[C] Future of Project 
Table 3.4 - Thematic Analysis Theme Definitions 
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3.7 Research Ethics 
Ethical considerations were made in regards to the participants of the data 
collection methods used in this research. The Queensland University of Technology 
(QUT) ethical requirements were met by submitting a low risk human ethics 
application. Ethical clearance was granted by QUT’s Research Ethics Committee. All 
participants of the interviews and focus group were asked to provide signed 
consent so that the discussions could be voice recorded, transcribed, analysed and 
used as data in this research.  A copy of the ethical consent form is provided in 
Appendix F. 
 
3.8 Summary 
By demonstrating and facilitating a design-led innovation process, this 
research aims to promote the level of design integration within the participating 
manufacturing SME through a shift in perspective of design. The principal 
methodology used throughout this research is cyclical and iterative action research. 
Action research is highly applicable to the objectives of this research as it effectively 
bridges theory and practice through four phases of an ongoing cycle: Observe, 
Reflect, Plan, and Act. Within this cycle, three data collection techniques have been 
utilised. First, semi-structured interviews were conducted with key staff members 
three months into the engagement, and again after nine months. Second, a focus 
group was run with a small group of employees during the middle of the project. 
Finally, a reflective journal was kept throughout the duration of the engagement. 
Participants were selected for the interviews and focus group based on several 
criteria including job position, department, engagement and influence over the 
design-led project.  Thematic analysis was utilised to gather, collate and interpret 
the wealth of data generated from the three forms of data collection. The themes 
generated through the thematic analysis have informed and structured the research 
results presented in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 4: Participating Company Background 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to better understand the context of this research, it is important to 
outline the relevant contextual details of the firm involved in this study, henceforth 
referred to as ‘BlindCo’. By identifying similarities with BlindCo, other businesses 
attempting to embark on a design-led transformation in the future will be able to 
more accurately identify the relevance of the outcomes presented in this research 
to their unique situation. Some information about BlindCo is commercial in 
confidence and restricted due to ethical and contractual agreements, and cannot be 
disclosed in this thesis.   
This chapter provides an overview of BlindCo, including a brief history of the 
company and its existing need for innovation. Additionally, a complete overview of 
the design-led project that was conducted within BlindCo is discussed in this 
chapter.  
4.2 Overview 
The company involved in this research is a window fixture manufacturer of 
approximately 160 employees across several locations in Australia and New 
Zealand. The company is structured in a similar fashion to most design and 
manufacturing businesses, consisting of a board of directors who lead the upper 
management, followed by middle management or supervisors and then floor staff. 
BlindCo consists of the following core departments: 
 
• Administration (Accounting, HR, Legal) 
• Purchasing 
• Sales 
• Marketing 
• Research and Development 
• Quality Control 
• Operations 
• Manufacturing/ Assembly 
• Warehouse and Logistics 
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Figure 4.1 illustrates these departments in a business structure map.  
 
 
Figure 4.1 - BlindCo Business Structure Map 
 
The majority of the company’s employees are floor staff who manufacture 
and assemble the products, which include indoor blinds such as venetians and roller 
blinds, outdoor awnings and shutters. BlindCo has been a longstanding and 
respected designer, manufacturer and supplier of these products in the Australian 
market. However, increasing difficulty to manufacture locally at a competitive price 
point has seen the downsizing of some manufacturing processes as well as many 
being moved overseas in recent years. 
The window fixture industry in Australia is highly competitive and 
relationships between suppliers, wholesalers, retailers and consumers are often 
complex and non-linear. For example, it is not uncommon for a supplier’s wholesale 
customer to be a direct competitor in some product ranges. Figure 4.2 illustrates 
the customer value chain of BlindCo.  
Board of Directors 
Upper Management 
Admin Sales Marketing R&D Operations 
Purchasing Manufacturing 
Warehouse 
Quality 
Control 
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Figure 4.2 - Customer Value Chain 
 
As can be seen in Figure 4.2, BlindCo has three main groups of direct 
customers: wholesale manufacturers, retailers and retail manufacturers. The 
indirect path between BlindCo and the consumers actually using their products has 
created issues in the past with the reception of new products in the market. 
However, the biggest issue faced by the firm is the growing capability for large and 
extremely price conscious wholesalers to source components directly from other 
suppliers, who are often located overseas. This issue can be seen in Figure 4.2, 
where customers belonging to the Wholesale Manufacturing customer segment are 
increasingly becoming competitors by cutting out BlindCo as the middle man.  
As justified in the literature review, this research has been based on evidence 
that suggests that design processes, and in this case design-led innovation 
processes, can assist in the strategic development of BlindCo. As a company that 
already utilises design at a product level, a cultural shift in thinking is required to 
begin utilising design at a strategic level in order for the firm to reposition itself as a 
highly competitive player in the window furnishing industry.  
 
BlindCo 
Supplier 
Supplier 
Supplier 
Wholesale 
Manufacturer 
Retailer 
Retail 
Manufacturer 
Installer End User 
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4.3 Company History 
BlindCo has a long history in the Australian window furnishing industry, 
spanning more than 40 years. With a reputation held in high regard among 
customers, suppliers and competitors, BlindCo holds a significant portion of the 
Australian window furnishing market. Originally family owned and run, the business 
experienced continued growth during its early years. A large focus on expanding 
physical capital through investments in real estate and manufacturing processes 
provided the company with a stable foundation to weather economic turbulence. 
Furthermore, this focus on capital investment contributed to achieving one of the 
key original philosophies of the founding family: to manufacture as much product 
onsite and locally as possible. Historically, the main modes of competitive 
advantage for the company have been a comprehensive distribution network, a 
high quality product and a modest price point. In the past decade, BlindCo has 
shifted from a family-based management structure to corporate management.  
 
4.4 Need for Innovation 
BlindCo has a history of strong performance despite taking an often informal 
approach to technological and strategic innovation. The continued period of success 
and capital investment priorities overshadowed research and development 
projects, causing the firm’s product offer to fall behind its competitors in terms of 
product-level innovation. Additionally, an inability to engage and keep up with the 
quickly changing market contributed to the decline in competitiveness of BlindCo. 
An influx of aggressively priced international competitors in window furnishings 
have compounded a primary issue for the manufacturing industry in Australia, as 
identified by Yamin and Mayondo (1997): capital, market accessibility, cost of skilled 
labour and accessibility of skilled labour are no longer viable means of 
differentiation. The firm has remained viable in recent years however, and is 
increasingly taking on new research and development opportunities in order to 
improve their product offer. Several business strategy and development initiatives 
have been undertaken, including the design-led innovation engagement involving 
the researcher as a design innovation catalyst.  
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Until the initiation of this research engagement, BlindCo’s innovation strategy 
could be considered ‘sales-led’. This meant that sales staff, being the only customer-
facing employees in the company, would dictate the direction of product 
developments, in response to informal requests from individual customers. This 
strategy meant that few resources were dedicated to analysing the implications of 
these developments to the company itself, and to other customers. In turn, this 
caused product lines to balloon and inventory obsolescence became a pressing and 
ongoing issue within the firm.  
Design-led innovation was perceived to be a suitable innovation process for 
BlindCo’s existing market position as it simultaneously considers the internal and 
external components of the company’s innovation requirements. For example, DLI 
encourages internal collaboration within the company while fostering meaningful 
interaction with external stakeholders. This new approach to innovation not only 
challenges the firm’s traditional ‘sales-led’ approach, but also builds upon it by 
analysing and integrating the extensive and often ‘tribal’ knowledge of current 
customer-facing employees into BlindCo’s core business strategy. While other forms 
of business innovations such as operational, process, product or marketing 
innovation (Basl and Gála, 2009) would potentially provide financially beneficial 
outcomes for BlindCo, an innovation strategy is needed which brings together and 
aligns the vision of internal departments of the company. For this reason, DLI is a 
highly suitable approach to innovation for BlindCo.  
 
4.5 Design-led Innovation Research Project 
The researcher was embedded within BlindCo as a design innovation catalyst 
in order to facilitate the uptake of design-led innovation processes within the firm. 
As an embedded catalyst, the researcher worked in the research and development 
department of BlindCo four days per week. The project was conducted over a 
period of eleven months, during which time the researcher demonstrated and 
applied design-led innovation theory through an action research methodology, in 
order to assist the firm towards becoming ‘design-led’. To be classified as design-
led, BlindCo would employ design processes and design thinking at a higher, 
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strategic-level within the business in order to beneficially influence the strategic 
direction of the company (Verganti, 2008).  
Action research makes up a large and unique component of this research 
project. Discussed in detail in the previous Research Design chapter, the action 
research process has four key stages: plan, act, observe and reflect (Dick, 2002). 
These stages make up a continuous and iterative cycle which informs larger 
research cycles. An important part of the action research methodology is a focus on 
participation and direct engagement with the subject, which in this case is BlindCo. 
In this way, action research aligns favourably to the Design-led Innovation 
Framework (Figure 2.8, p. 38). 
Another critical component of the action research methodology is reflection. 
This research project was conducted as part of a cohort of nine other students who 
were all undertaking similar research projects in separate, non-competing 
companies. The weekly collaborative meetings of this cohort provided a highly 
beneficial forum for students to share and reflect upon their experiences, while 
simultaneously learning from and challenging the experiences of others.  
As a design innovation catalyst, the researcher followed a structured, yet 
nonlinear framework, illustrated in Figure 4.3.  The Design-led Innovation Manifesto 
(Wrigley, 2012) consists of three key stages: Dissect, Learn and Integrate. During the 
Dissect stage, a comprehensive understanding of the company, its industry and its 
customers was developed. The Learn stage involved collecting and analysing deep 
customer insights, in order to identify potential new opportunities in the market. 
The Integrate stage is focused on executing proposals and implementing design at a 
higher level. Due to the time frame of this project, the final stages of this model 
were not completed within BlindCo.  
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Figure 4.3 - Design-led Innovation Manifesto (Wrigley, 2012) 
 
The original brief for the design-led innovation project was to develop a new 
approach towards child safety in blinds. By demonstrating a design-led approach to 
innovation through a smaller pilot project, the researcher aimed to gain traction 
and support of DLI in other areas of the company as well as in larger projects. As 
part of the initial ‘Dissect’ stage of the project, various tools were used to 
understand the firm’s core attitudes, values and beliefs. For example, the Golden 
Circle Workshop (Sinek, 2009) was used early on in the research engagement as a 
way of identifying what the employee’s believe to be the main focus of the 
company.  No formal expectations of the project were provided by the firm during 
the initiation phases. Although this broad approach allowed the researcher more 
freedom to trial various engagement and integration methods, it also created 
difficulties in achieving buy-in and engagement from many employees within the 
company.  
During the ‘Learn’ stage of the project, stakeholder insights were gathered 
through direct interviews with customers and product end users. Although these 
insights did not create any innovative opportunities for child safety in blinds, they 
did produce some valuable considerations for the company in regards to what the 
customers looked for in a supplier. The overall process of collecting, analysing, 
presenting and implementing these insights was limited due to time and resource 
constraints; however the process proved to be a novel and valuable method of 
market research for the firm. 
The rate of uptake and engagement with DLI processes meant that BlindCo 
did not reach the ‘Integrate’ stage of the DLI manifesto. However, the value 
proposition workshop conducted with upper management towards the end of the 
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project was aimed at bringing together and integrating some of the ideas brought 
into the firm by the researcher. Table 4.1 provides an overview of the tools and 
approaches that were facilitated by the researcher throughout the project.  
 
 Tool/ Approach Month Description and Aim 
A 
Company and 
Industry Analysis 1 
An activity run with the R&D department to understand the existing 
perceptions of BlindCo’s vision, market position and general trends 
in the window furnishing industry.  
B 
Business Model 
Canvas 
(Osterwalder, 
2010) 
1 
Business tool used to map out the core elements of BlindCo’s 
business model. At this stage the aim was to understand the existing 
business model, rather than to challenge it.  
C 
Value Chain 
Mapping 1 
Defining and visualising the links between BlindCo, and its various 
stakeholders, customers and suppliers. The outcome of this activity 
is presented in Figure 4.2.  
D 
Golden Circles 
Workshop (Sinek, 
2009) 
2 
Invited participants to ask ‘why?’  By questioning aspects about how 
the business operates and various procedures, assumptions were 
broken down and the possibilities of alternative ways of doing things 
became more apparent. 
E 
Staff Interviews 
and Feedback 3 
Individual interviews which explored the perceived values of the 
company and they ways in which they differ to the ideal values. 
Identifying these incongruences assisted in justifying later tools.  
F 
DLI Theory 
Presentations 
3 
Introductory theory presentation which aimed to build familiarity 
around design-led innovation concepts and processes.  
G 
Persona Creation 
4 
These traditional user-centred design tools were facilitated in order 
to improve the general understanding of end users of BlindCo’s 
products.  Narrative Creation 
H 
Customer 
Assumptions 
Focus Group 
6 
Used to generate a group discussion around assumptions of what is 
important to customers and how these needs are fulfilled. These key 
points were then utilised as a conversation starter for customers.  
I 
Customer Insight 
Generation 8 
Findings from customer discussions were presented to staff in order 
to generate conversation around how these insights can be used to 
benefit BlindCo.    
J 
Value Proposition 
Canvas 
(Osterwalder, 
2010) 
9 
An exploration tool which prompts new directions for a business’s 
value proposition. The aim was to identify new and alternative value 
propositions for BlindCo which could be used as part of a new three-
year sales strategy.     
K 
Staff interviews 
and Feedback 9 
Encouraging employees to reflect on their experiences with each of 
the prior tools and approaches helped to reveal changes in thinking 
and encourage learning. 
Table 4.1 - Tools and Approaches Overview 
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By mapping these tools and approaches onto the DLI manifesto, it can be seen 
that the project was guided by this framework, rather than following an entirely 
linear progression throughout each stage. Figure 4.4 illustrates this project 
development. This chapter does not aim to discuss the specific outcomes of each 
stage presented in Figure 4.4; however this visualisation provides a reference point 
for the significant events which are relevant to the results chapter.  
 
 
Figure 4.4 - Tools and Approaches mapped to DLI Manifesto 
 
The design-led innovation project was predominantly directed and managed 
by the researcher. Assistance from other employees was provided when required; 
however there was no specific ‘DLI team’. Because the researcher was embedded 
within the R&D department, these were the employees that were most involved 
with the development and outcomes of the project. The researcher reported to the 
R&D manager, who was a member of the upper management team. The outcomes 
of the DLI project, and the resultant experiences of employees, are presented in the 
following results chapter.    
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Chapter 5: Results 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the thematic analysis that was conducted 
on the three distinct data sets: semi-structured interviews at two time periods, the 
focus group and reflective journal entries. The specifics of each data collection 
method are discussed in the previous chapter. In response to the research 
proposition, “Investigating the shift in an Australian manufacturing SME’s 
perception of design from styling to strategy, through the use of design-led 
innovation”, three key themes were identified: 
a) Changes in Perception of Design – Findings that reflect the actual 
shift in perception of design and associated areas by comparing 
attitudes, values and beliefs of the company before and after the 
design-led engagement.   
b) Barriers to Shifting Perception of Design – Findings that identify the 
challenges faced during the design-led process, and ways in which 
these challenges were overcome. 
c) Enablers to shifting Perception of Design – Findings which indicate 
the level of success and the outcomes of tools and approaches used 
throughout the process. 
Multiple sub-themes were identified within each of these key themes. In 
order to effectively illustrate each theme and associated sub-themes, direct quotes 
from participants collected during the semi-structured interviews and the focus 
group have been used. Themes that emerged through the thematic analysis have 
been illustrated by participant’s comments, and a departmental role (see Table 3.2) 
is referenced after each quote to contextualise the statement. Respondent’s 
comments were also validated with observations recorded in the reflective journal.  
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5.2 Changes in Perceptions of Design 
The first theme identified through the thematic analysis is the progression of 
the perceived value that design can bring to the company participating in this 
research, from the point of view of the participants. Data collected early in the 
research portrayed a distinctly different perception of design among participants 
than data collected later in the engagement. These differences have been classified 
into two subcategories. Firstly, a shift in the agreed understanding of the potential 
application of design was clearly evident. This included a significant change in the 
perceived nature of the potential outcomes of design. And secondly, due to the 
strong consideration of the end user, consumer or intended market inherent in 
design, a new outlook on the role of the customer in research and development 
projects was commonly described by participants. Table 5.1 provides a brief 
overview of the changes in opinion present in both of these subcategories of design.  
 
Subcategory 
Example of Perspective of Design 
at beginning of engagement 
Example of Perspective of Design 
at end of engagement 
Role and 
Outcomes of 
Design 
Mainly contributing to aesthetics and 
functionality of manufactured products 
Creating value to customers in a 
broader and less tangible sense – 
channel to market, process, service, 
product 
Role of the 
customer 
“Customers generally don’t know what 
they want, however they feel that we 
don’t really listen to them”. 
“Customers can provide valuable 
insights to the market because they are 
the ones dealing with it, day in, day 
out”.  
Table 5.1 - Changes in Perspective of Design 
  
5.2.1 Role and Outcomes of Design 
At the beginning of the researcher’s engagement with BlindCo, design was 
clearly a significant part of the business in new product development. Throughout 
the company, design was considered a problem solving tool that was used 
exclusively within the Research and Development department to improve the 
aesthetics, functionality and usability of manufactured products.  
“As an engineer, to me design is very crucial. Without design, what would an 
engineer do? It is an important part of the company”.   (R&D)  
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However, participants recognised that the engineering discipline was not suited to 
some parts of the perceived role of design:  
“Engineering is not perfect for developing the looks of a product, we only know 
about the functionality, so we were hoping to get your input on this”.   (R&D) 
During the initiation stages of this research, design was seen to have a strong 
association with engineering and the ‘product development’ side of the Research 
and Development department.  
The perceived outcomes of design at the beginning of the engagement were 
similarly product-oriented.  
“When consumers look at our product, they [the products] do look outdated, 
but we don’t really understand why they look outdated … It [design] is just 
coming in with a different point of view, a different perspective and work 
shopping it with people in their own little groups”.  (Upper Management) 
Design was ultimately seen as a tool that would create a competitive edge through 
the provision of product-level innovations. Further to this, the outcomes of design 
were considered by participants to be entirely tangible and easily accountable prior 
to exposure of design-led innovation theory:  
“At the moment I think design tends to be around that new product stuff as 
well as trying to improve stuff we’ve already got”.  (Upper Management) 
By the end of the design-led engagement, the applications, benefits and value of 
design were viewed from an entirely different perspective within the firm. The 
perceived application of design was no longer exclusively focused on manufactured 
products, but rather on creating value through the systems and processes of the 
core business structure:  
“It [design] is the next step, about creating value that is not based on product 
or service, it’s based on maybe a better process of dealing with us, or giving 
them the edge in terms of product, promotion, or channel to market”. (Upper 
Management)  
At the very least, participants no longer saw design as an activity which only applies 
to physical products:  
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“If you talk about design and only talk about product design, then I think 
you’ve lost it a little bit” .    (Upper Management) 
The perceived outcomes of design also underwent a noteworthy shift within 
BlindCo. The influence of the research and analytical phases of design became 
commonly acknowledged, which lead to a greater appreciation of the potential 
intangibility of design outcomes:  
“Asking different questions, than what most people here are used to. Those 
intangible questions, questions based on intangible outcomes that usually 
people don’t ask. I think it’s good”.      (Sales)  
The concept of developing and utilising intangible outcomes through design 
processes proved to be a significant shift in thinking throughout the firm:  
“A good manufacturing company, the ones that get really big and make a lot 
of money, are ones that focus on the intangibles and procedures, because they 
know those are intrinsic to the product”.     (R&D) 
 
5.2.2 Role of the customer 
A significant component of design and design thinking is an empathetic 
engagement with the problems and values of the customer or user of a product or 
service. Due to this heightened level of customer consideration, the perception of 
the role of the customer has also shifted during the design-led transformation. Prior 
to the research engagement with BlindCo, the firm’s diverse range of customers 
played a critical yet somewhat informal role in the strategic plan of the company. A 
basic understanding of the benefit of acquiring customer feedback during the 
product development process was presented, however avenues to gather this 
feedback were often limited and informal:  
“I think the relationship is there, it cannot be taken for granted, it needs to be 
worked on. From a sales [point of view], the sales team need to speak to the 
customers on a regular basis”.       (Sales) 
Essentially there was confusion surrounding which department should be in charge 
of engaging customers in research and development activities. Many participants 
believed that this responsibility was not in their job requirements:  
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“I’m an engineer, so I have no relation to the customers as such”.  (R&D) 
 
In addition to this lack of management regarding customer involvement, there 
was a perceived resistance within the firm towards initiating this type of 
conversation with customers. However, customer input was still considered 
valuable despite being underutilised:  
“Certainly you need some customer input which is something we don’t seem to 
like to ask for.”        (Administration)  
The general attitude at the beginning of the research engagement was that 
customers were out of touch with their actual needs as a business, and because of 
this, were less valuable as contributors to the research and development of new 
products.  
“I know you haven’t really had a lot to do with customers yet, but you’ll find 
that you’ll struggle. Because customers really don’t know what they want”.  
         (Marketing).  
Regardless of this outlook, another participant acknowledged that “customers are 
feeling that we don’t really listen to them”   (Upper Management).  
Clearly contradictory views existed within the company regarding how and 
why customers should be engaged in development projects. Conflicting opinions 
were experienced throughout the firm concerning the operational elements of 
collecting and utilising customer insights. From an R&D perspective, new product 
ideas and market entry opportunities started with informal feedback from the sales 
department due to their direct contact to customers.  
“The sales and marketing departments will want an innovative idea, so you 
come up with an innovative idea, and then the feedback will be ‘No it’s too far 
removed from what’s out there.’ There’s no desire to take risk”.  (R&D) 
It is possible that a lack of a shared vision, as well as an absence of organised 
communication channels with customers, caused this frustration for both the R&D 
and sales departments during development activities. 
Data collected during later stages of the research revealed a very different 
outlook among employees on the contribution customers can make towards the 
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research and development process. Primarily, the value of customer knowledge as a 
strategic business resource was commonly realised among participants:  
“So for us to gain insight into that market we have to be talking to our 
customers because they are the ones dealing with it, day in day out”. (R&D)  
The importance of direct and ongoing communication with customers was also 
recognised throughout BlindCo:  
“If we develop a product and they are not happy with it, they want some 
improvements made, there has to be some sort of communication established. 
It’s all about the customer’s opinion and product improvement for the 
engineering department”.       (R&D) 
This shift in thinking towards actively involving customers in new product 
development was most evident among the product design engineers.  
“Engaging all the customers, getting their opinions; that was part of the 
picture we were missing from an engineering perspective. We design a product 
for our customers but we never hear what they think about it or what features 
they are after”.         (R&D)  
Although avenues to generating and utilising customer insights were not yet 
entirely operational, a clearer understanding of why existing customer engagement 
processes were failing was identified among participants.  
“At this moment, unless one of the managers or sales people brings it to our 
agenda, there is no way…. New product suggestion has to come through sales, 
and then it is up to management to decide if we see potential in it to initiate a 
project”.         (R&D) 
This idea was reiterated by another interview participant:  
“We sort of hear about it verbally, this customer complained about that. It’s 
not the sales guys fault, there is just no real set out way for them to say this 
is what you do”.        (R&D)  
Further to this point, the reasons behind frustrations regarding poorly received 
product innovations was better understood due to a more beneficial and 
empathetic relationship with customers. This change in attitude was succinctly 
articulated by one participant:  
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“The value we thought we offered [to the customer] may not necessarily be 
the case”.       (Upper Management)   
5.3  Barriers to shifting perceptions 
Throughout the industry engagement, many barriers and challenges were 
experienced while attempting to facilitate the uptake of design-led innovation 
processes within BlindCo in order to create a new perspective of design. The first 
and most immediate challenged faced by the researcher was effectively explaining 
and creating an understanding of the role of the design innovation catalyst. 
Secondly, the traditional culture of BlindCo was found to be generally unreceptive 
to change. The final major challenge encountered during the research project was 
an opposition towards focusing on long term or ‘indirect’ value creation activities. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the impact of each of these three main barriers to shifting the 
perception of design on a timeline. As shown in Figure 5.1, creating an 
understanding of the catalyst’s role was a significant barrier during the initiation 
stages of the project. The ingrained company culture continues to create challenges 
towards shifting the perceptions of design, and the acknowledgement of the 
potential of intangible outcomes was found to be less of an issue towards the end 
of the research project. 
 
Figure 5.1 - Impact and Timeline of Barriers 
 
5.3.1 Understanding the Role of the Design Innovation Catalyst 
Upon initiating the design-led project, almost all employees of BlindCo were 
unaware of the scope, benefits and potential outcomes of an embedded design 
Lack of 
Understanding 
Catalyst’s Role 
Acknowledging 
Design 
 Outcomes 
Existing 
Company 
Culture 
Month 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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innovation catalyst. From the company’s perspective, the researcher’s background 
in industrial design led to a fixed expectation that overshadowed the potential of a 
position which focused more on facilitating a strategic approach to innovation:  
“We thought oh, if he’s an industrial designer, he must design”.  (R&D) 
Despite this misunderstanding of the role of the catalyst, an industrial 
designer’s contribution to research and development activities was perceived by 
staff to be a valuable asset to the company, as evidenced by their enthusiasm 
towards having someone focused on this level of product development. However, 
the full potential of an embedded designer was underestimated and based on 
assumptions, even at a product focused level of design. One participant’s initial 
explanation of the job position, the researcher’s role was perceived to be focused in 
traditional Industrial design, which would be largely involved with improving the 
visual appeal of products:  
“Someone who can come in, externally look at our current systems and 
provide some recommendations of looking at aesthetics; maybe some 
functions over the period that they’re here”.     (R&D)  
In later reflection of the beginning of the engagement, however, one participant 
acknowledged that the details of the catalyst’s work had not been clearly 
understood:  
“Before you started here, we didn’t have an exact understanding of what was 
happening”.       (Upper Management) 
Internal discussions regarding the expected outcomes of the embedded 
placement had been conducted within the Research and Development department 
prior to the initiation of the project. However, these discussions were conducted 
with the understanding that the role was essentially an industrial design work 
experience position. Because of this assumption, preliminary outcomes were solely 
focused on potential contributions to under-resourced short term projects:  
“Initially before we bought you over, we had a plan where you would become 
an independent who could deliver solutions for a couple of products where we 
can’t afford to spend too much time”.      (R&D)  
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Day-to-day task requests during the initiation stages of the design-led project were 
often unrelated to the actual work of the researcher as a catalyst, and on occasion 
even unrelated to design. This misunderstanding required negotiation and 
redefinition, and was mostly overcome by the third month of the engagement, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.1.  
 
5.3.2 Organisational Culture 
The traditional nature and long history of BlindCo had fostered a deeply 
ingrained culture that had not been challenged in many years. Many interview 
participants attributed siloing among departments and general risk aversion to this 
business culture. In relation to shifting the common perception of design, siloed 
internal departments made communication and collaboration difficult. This was a 
problem that was recognised by many interviewees:  
“But there are times there when we get in our own little world and don’t worry 
about other areas. We forget about them. And we’re all at fault for that”.  
          (Quality Control)  
Limited communication avenues created difficulty in impacting and reaching 
departments within the company that did not traditionally relate to design. This lack 
of collaboration proved to be particularly challenging in areas where changes were 
not readily adopted:  
“We have some departments that are really good, some are willing to help, 
and some are scared about any improvements”.    (Quality 
Control)  
As described by several participants, this aversion to change could be due to a 
tendency for staff to become stuck in their ways:  
“I think that’s why some of the communication is not so good, because people 
don’t go through the right processes. They just do things the way they’ve been 
done”.         (Manufacturing) 
In the early stages of the research project, interview participants showed a 
mixed response to change among interview participants. For example, one 
participant stated in reference to the management team:  
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“I guess they are always open to common sense suggestions and always trying 
to improve”.        (Manufacturing)   
Other participants contradicted this statement:  
“People have been here for 30 years, they [the company] don’t want to change 
the way they do things. Unless you really show them a specific instance or 
monetary number, then they’ll change. But other than that they’ll keep doing 
whatever they’re doing”.       (R&D)  
Although change was not necessarily perceived in a negative way, clear and logical 
reasons as to why change should be considered was often required in order to 
achieve buy in:  
“There’s a ‘what’s in it for me’ attitude. If there’s no benefit for them, they’re 
not going to want to change as quickly. Some people you have to pull kicking 
and screaming to change some adapt really quickly”.  (Quality Control)  
 
5.3.3 Short Term Value Vs Long Term Value 
A strong cultural trait identified within the firm was a tendency to value work 
with immediate and tangible results over projects which have a longer term or 
strategic focus. For example, in response to a question about the ideal outcomes of 
the catalyst position, one participant noted in the first round of interviews: 
“I’m looking at more direct value, rather than indirect; short term focus rather 
than long term focus. So let’s hope at the end of the year, we have a process 
that’s finished, complete and tangible”.   (Upper Management) 
The idea of ‘tangibility’ was found to influence many staff members notion’s 
of importance in regards to tools, approaches and workshops that were trialled by 
the researcher. Tools that had no clearly defined tangible outcome, such as 
business level development, were often considered irrelevant to day-to-day work. 
For example, in response to a question about the perceived benefit of strategic 
development, one participant stated:  
“It’s an under-resourced role, but it’s never been focused on or seen as 
important, because it has a bit of an intangible output to it. There is no 
physical product”.       (R&D) 
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Participants acknowledged the potential benefits of tools with intangible outcomes, 
such as articulating and understanding the customer value chain, however it was 
seen as less important than the immediate task at hand:  
“…the big picture stuff is gold. It’s [we need you to be] getting back to direct 
value, safety, whatever it may be, to support some of the things we are doing 
now”.        (Upper Management)  
This viewpoint was reiterated by another participant who saw the delivery of 
outcomes by the catalyst that directly assist their work as a necessary attribute to 
make the embedment valuable:  
“So you’ll have to deliver some side things to make it worthwhile”.  (R&D)  
Creating an understanding and encouraging the utilisation of the intangible or 
‘indirect’ outcomes of design was found to be a very significant stepping stone 
towards shifting the overall perception of design within BlindCo.  
 
5.4 Enablers to Shifting Perceptions 
Throughout the engagement with BlindCo, the researcher’s role as a catalyst 
required a positive working relationship and the use of a wide range of tools and 
approaches in order to demonstrate design-led innovation theory and facilitate 
beneficial workshops with employees. For the purpose of the results reported in 
this thesis, ‘tools’ refer to previously designed activities which encourage 
participants to consider problems from a new perspective. ‘Approaches’ refer more 
broadly to the engagement strategies utilised by the researcher in regards to when, 
how and which employees are involved in key events. The following is a list of the 
tools and approaches which were trialled within the firm: 
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Tools Approaches 
• Golden Circles workshop 
• Customer Assumptions workshop 
• Value Proposition Canvas 
• Business Model Canvas 
• Persona Creation 
• Narrative Creation 
• Staff interviews and Feedback 
• Company and Industry Analysis 
• Value Chain Mapping 
• DLI Theory Presentations 
• Customer Insight Generation 
 
The tools and approaches used within BlindCo are directly relevant to 
understanding how the shift in perception of design was achieved, as well as how 
the previously identified barriers to adoption were overcome. Two key operational 
outcomes were achieved through the tools and approaches utilised by the catalyst. 
The first outcome was challenging and questioning assumptions within the firm 
from an external perspective. The second outcome was creating an accurate 
awareness of a range of previously unarticulated company characteristics. The 
timing of particular tools and approaches and perceived relevance to the task at 
hand contributed heavily to generating positive outcomes for the company.  
 
5.4.1 Operational Outcomes of Tools and Approaches 
Over the course of the eleven month research project, two key operational 
outcomes were achieved by the catalyst, identified from the opinions of 
participants during reflection of the engagement. The first key outcome of the tools 
and approaches was a regular and continual challenging and questioning of the 
firm’s beliefs, assumptions and culture from an external viewpoint. This outcome 
was deemed most valuable from the perspective of the firm:  
“It has challenged quite a number of people. And what they actually do, and 
how they participate”.        (Sales)   
The effect on staff was reiterated by another participant who appreciated an 
improved level of critical thinking:  
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“It’s looking at that vision. And while you haven’t actually said, these are my 
recommendations, you’ve asked the questions to stimulate people to get them 
thinking in that direction”.       (Sales)  
In addition to being valued as an external viewpoint, many participants 
referenced the benefit of the ‘big picture’ perspective which was inherent in many 
tools utilised by the catalyst:  
“It’s the big picture way of looking at it, we just don’t have time. But for me it’s 
like, well you don’t have time because nobody ever looked at it. It’s kind of like 
the chicken and the egg”.       (R&D) 
For the majority of participants, the new perspective created through challenging 
and questioning norms within the business was considered to be the primary value 
of the catalyst’s role.  
“I think it is necessary to create perspective. Because I don’t think there was 
much. … The questions you’ve asked and the way that you’ve asked them, for 
me, has been very good. It certainly has kept my perspective on what my job 
is”.          (Sales) 
The second key outcome identified by participants in later data collection 
methods was the foundation of an informed and accurate awareness of the 
company’s position, issues and future vision among staff. A comparison of answers 
provided in response to questions focusing on the current and ongoing issues of the 
company clearly exemplifies this outcome. A major issue faced by the company, as 
perceived by interview participants in the first round of interviews, was that  
“The sales team keep trying to compete on price, because they don’t think 
we’ve got a product offer that can compete [in the Australian market]”. 
          (Marketing) 
 In most cases, this operational outcome was achieved by articulating important 
aspects of the business that were unclear, assumed or poorly defined, such as the 
stakeholder value chain and the holistic business model. After exposure to tools and 
approaches used by the catalyst, the same issue was described in sharp contrast to 
this point of view by one participant:  
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“Our value to the market has diminished over time, as the market dynamic has 
moved”.        (Upper Management) 
 This new, informed and holistic perspective of company problems was shared 
throughout the other participants, and no longer blamed a specific department for 
certain shortcomings:  
“What we don’t provide is dynamic new product innovation, we’re not very 
innovative in the terms of the way we deal with people. I don’t think we 
provide them value with increasing sales for their own business”.   
        (Upper Management). 
Essentially, by the end of the engagement with BlindCo, participants viewed many 
of the firm’s issues and their position in the market through a more informed and 
accurate lens, due to the tools and approaches trialled by the catalyst.  
Table 5.2 categorises each tool and approach into one of the key outcomes of 
the design-led project: Challenging and Questioning; and Creating Awareness and 
Articulation. A specific outcome of each tool or approach is provided to justify each 
categorisation.  
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Key 
Outcome 
Tool/ approach Month Specific Outcome 
Challenging 
and 
Questioning 
Assumptions 
Golden Circles 
Workshop (Sinek, 2009) 2 
Challenging and questioning the core 
values of the company, creating 
awareness of value misalignment 
Staff Interviews and 
Feedback (First Round) 3 
Challenging the big picture of the 
company, creating awareness of the 
company’s position and issues 
Customer Assumptions 
Focus Group 6 
Challenging assumptions about 
customers, creating awareness of 
benefits in understanding customers 
Value Proposition 
Canvas (Osterwalder, 
2010) 
9 
Challenging culture of firm, Articulating 
vision for future  
Staff interviews and 
Feedback (Second 
Round) 
9 
Reflection on usefulness and benefit of 
all prior tools, realising progress made 
Creating 
Awareness 
and 
Articulation 
of Company 
Vision and 
Issues 
Company and Industry 
Analysis 
1 
Understanding and insight for catalyst, 
Creating awareness for firm 
Business Model Canvas 
(Osterwalder, 2010) 
1 
Articulation of business model 
Value Chain Mapping 
1 
Articulating the relationships between 
customer and supplier levels 
DLI Theory 
Presentations 
3 
Improving understanding of catalyst’s 
project and direction  
Persona Creation  
4 
Articulating who  a typical end user is 
perceived to be 
Narrative Creation 
4 
Articulating how an end user engages 
with the products 
Customer Insight 
Generation 8 
Creating awareness of the customer’s 
and company’s position and issues. 
Workflow process chart developed  
Table 5.2 - Categorisation of Tools and Approaches 
 
5.4.2 Perceptions of Tools and Approaches  
The positive outcomes of the project discussed in the previous section were 
the result of a wide range of tools and approaches used by the catalyst within the 
action research methodology. In order to assess the success of each individual tool 
and approach, participants’ opinions have been taken into account in addition to 
the relative impact toward encouraging a shift in the perception of design. Tools 
and approaches were deemed successful if they were well received by employees, 
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and made an observable contribution towards shifting the shared opinion of design. 
Table 5.3 presents the contribution of each tool and approach to the general 
perception of design within the firm from analysis of comments and reflections.  
 
Tool/ Approach Month Comments from Reflective Journal 
Company and Industry Analysis 1 None 
Business Model Canvas 
1 
Early demonstration of how fundamental design 
principles such as prototyping can be applied to other 
areas of the business. 
Value Chain Mapping 1 None 
Golden Circles Workshop 
2 
Invited participants to ask ‘why?’  By questioning 
aspects about how the business operates and various 
procedures, assumptions were broken down and the 
possibilities of alternative ways of doing things began 
to become apparent. 
Staff Interviews and Feedback 
3 
Initiated conversation around the perceived values of 
the company which were different to the ideal values. 
Identifying these incongruences assisted in justifying 
later tools.  
DLI Theory Presentations 
3 
Theory helped to justify the work of the catalyst 
however it provided little assistance towards 
broadening the firm’s perspective of design.  
Persona Creation 
4 
These traditional user-centred design tools were 
effective at improving the general understanding of 
the scope of design – design is more about 
empathising with the end user or stakeholder.  
Narrative Creation 
Customer Assumptions Focus 
Group 6 
Contributed significantly towards the recognition that 
assumptions need to be tested, and that currently no 
formal avenues exist to achieve this. 
Customer Insight Generation 
8 
Contributed significantly to understanding more about 
customers and creating a realisation that assumptions 
are not always correct. Iterative processes are needed 
to collect and test assumptions about customers and 
all aspects of the business.  
Value Proposition Canvas 
9 
This tool was similar to previous tools in that it utilised 
a divergent and iterative mode of thinking. The strong 
relation to the core strategy of the business helped to 
uncover the benefits of thinking in this way at a holistic 
business level.   
Staff interviews and Feedback 
9 
Encouraging employees to reflect on their experiences 
with each of the prior tools and approaches helped to 
reveal changes in thinking. 
Table 5.3 - Contribution of Tools and Approaches Towards New Perceptions of Design 
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 It is a noteworthy element of Table 5.3 that some of the tools and approaches 
did not make an impact towards changing the perception of design. Several 
commonalities were observed in the influential tools and approaches. Similarly, 
emergent themes in the non-influential tools and approaches were identified.  
The primary characteristic of the influential and successful tools and 
approaches was an apparent relevance to the task at hand, from the perspective of 
the employees. For example, the Value Proposition workshop conducted towards 
the end of the engagement coincided with the development of a new strategic sales 
plan that was being undertaken by one of the managerial staff involved in the 
workshop. In reflection of this workshop, participant commented:  
“I think there are some good things in there, it gave me some food for thought 
on some areas which I don’t know too much about. I think with that 
information I can take it to the next level”.   (Upper Management)  
The clear relation and relevance to the immediate task at hand assisted with 
improving staff engagement and impacted understandings of how design processes 
can be used at a higher level. The customer assumptions focus group was also 
successful at facilitating a new way of thinking among employees:  
“They’ve put a lot of faith in us getting things right. Its only right that we at 
least put in front of them, our thoughts moving forward, and include them 
because they then have some buy in”.      (R&D) 
 The importance of prototyping and questioning untested assumptions about 
customers was made more apparent through the focus group. By demonstrating 
the similarities between these changes in thinking and a ‘designerly’ way of 
thinking, contributions were made towards facilitating a new perspective of design.  
As can be seen in Table 5.3, some of the tools and approaches trialled by the 
catalyst did not have a significant impact on employee’s thought processes or 
perception of design. For example, when attempting to map out the company’s 
current business model, employees were sceptical of the relevance to the company. 
One participant expressed this uncertainty in later reflection:  
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“That sounds awesome but how will that affect us directly.  How can we 
implement that into what we are doing?”    (R&D)  
Less successful tools were typically ones which did not have a clear applicability to 
the immediate problems of the company. The aspect of how a tool could be useful 
was also questioned by other participants:  
“How can I impact the business if I start thinking differently? When can I start 
expecting sales figures to go up and salary? It’s difficult to measure, difficult to 
track”.          (R&D)  
The unclear ways of measuring the success of tools which produce analytical 
outcomes contributed to lower levels of employee interest and engagement. 
Interview participants attributed these traits to differences in theoretical 
understanding between managerial and floor staff:  
“I think the questions you’ve been asking are more for higher level staff. So 
they direct the business in that sort of direction. People at the ground level, 
they won’t get it; they won’t be able to do anything about it anyway. Because 
they don’t have the influence”.    (Upper Management) 
 
5.4.3 Strategic Developments 
In addition to operational outcomes from the tools and approaches, BlindCo 
experienced several strategic developments over the duration of the researcher’s 
embedment. Table 5.4 shows how many of the strategic developments occurred 
within the final two months of the engagement, and consequently occurred after 
the second round of employee interviews. For this reason, direct quotes from staff 
regarding these changes are not available; hence these results have been gathered 
from reflective journal entries. In absence of employee perspectives, these changes 
cannot be entirely attributed to the work of the catalyst. However, it is important to 
acknowledge these developments as they were influential in regards to the 
company’s cultural shift in perception of design.  
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Strategic Development Month Comments from Reflective Journal 
Company structure 
understanding 
10 Organisational map provides a clear and holistic view of 
the relationships between departments, roles and 
tasks. This was achieved through a design approach of 
testing assumptions and generating feedback through 
multiple iterations.  
Reconfiguring of Staff 10 Reconfiguring of staff brought design expertise from 
R&D into other departments such as Sales and Quality 
Control, opening up communication channels. 
New 3 Year Sales Strategy 10 A new sales strategy was developed with input from 
the value proposition workshop and proposed by the 
Sales Manager. Design principles were used to 
challenge the proposition.  
New Marketing Manager 11 New marketing manager was brought into upper 
management with a background in understanding 
customer requirements and a strong appreciation of 
strategic design.  
Table 5.4 - Strategic Developments 
 
One output of the catalyst’s work which was finalised towards the end of the 
engagement was a comprehensive and holistic map of BlindCo’s internal processes. 
Starting with product development, the map illustrated how an order is then 
placed, manufactured and finally dispatched. Colour coding was used to 
differentiate the responsibilities of different departments. Appendix G provides a 
representation of the organizational structure relationship map. As recorded in the 
reflective journal, enthusiastic responses from employees were received when 
introduced to the map. Many were surprised at the inherent complexity and 
interrelatedness of the various departments within the company. It was evident 
that many employees had not considered the flow-on effect that their specific duty 
would have in the overall processes of the company.  
Staff configurations were reorganised towards the end of the research 
engagement. In particular, R&D influence was added to the Sales Department 
through a change in managers, implementing a new 3 year sales strategy that was 
informed to some degree by the Value Proposition workshop. Additionally, one of 
the mechanical engineers based in R&D took over quality assurance responsibilities. 
A new marketing manager was also added to the Upper Management team at the 
very end of the research engagement. The background and prior experience of the 
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new marketing manager was highly regarded by many employees within BlindCo. 
The effect of these staffing changes was difficult to measure in the limited 
remaining period of the research engagement; however these changes suggest a 
shift towards a more collaborative and customer oriented perspective, which may 
contribute to long term benefits to the competitiveness of the company.   
 
5.5 Summary 
The results presented in this chapter directly relate to the sub-research 
questions presented in the introduction chapter. The first sub research question 
(RQ [1]) is ‘What barriers and challenges were encountered and overcome 
throughout this engagement?’ The thematic analysis of collected data revealed that 
three key barriers and challenges were encountered and overcome throughout the 
engagement. The first key challenge was in overcoming the initial misconceptions 
and expectations of the catalyst’s work, and creating an understanding of the actual 
scope and requirements of the role. The second key challenge was ongoing 
throughout the engagement with BlindCo: the responsiveness to change inherent in 
the deeply traditional culture of the firm. The third key challenge identified through 
the thematic analysis was a greater importance placed on tangible or direct value 
outcomes.  
The second sub-research question asks (RQ [2]) ‘What aspects of the tools or 
approaches used had a significant influence over this shift?’ Several common 
characteristics were found within the successful and the unsuccessful tools utilised. 
Principally, tools and approaches perceived as directly applicable to the task at 
hand, with clear and practical implementation strategies were perceived as 
successful among employees. Tools perceived as lacking these qualities, or too 
focused towards upper management decision making, were perceived as not 
successful in creating new insights and irrelevant to floor staff.  
The third sub-research question (RQ [3]) is ‘Has the participating company 
seen a change in its perception of design as a result of the interaction with design-
led innovation theories and processes?’ It can be seen that there has been a shift in 
thinking among interview participants regarding the benefits, outcomes and 
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applications of design. In the beginning of the design-led engagement, the 
perceived role of design was a stylistic tool which could be applied to engineered 
products before manufacture. Post exposure to DLI processes and engagement with 
various tools, design was commonly perceived within the firm as a means to create 
and capture value to customers in a much broader sense than physical products. As 
part of this shift in thinking, the perceived role of the customer changed as well. 
Instead of being an external and auxiliary addition to the new product development 
process, customers were now seen as a valuable source of information and their 
insights have increased the company’s connectedness with the market. 
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Chapter 6: Findings and Discussion 
6.1 Introduction 
A core component of the internal cultural transformation required for a 
business to become design-led is a fundamental shift in thinking regarding the 
application, outcomes and benefits of design (Bucolo and Matthews, 2010). The 
results presented in the previous chapter describe the changes in perception of 
design that have been experienced by employees of BlindCo following exposure to 
design-led innovation processes. In addition, a range of barriers and enablers to 
achieving these changes have been identified within the context of the participating 
Australian manufacturing SME. Understanding the critical components involved 
with shifting the application of design away from an exclusively product-focused 
process will assist in establishing the cultural shift required for a manufacturing-
based company to become design-led and implement DLI throughout the business.  
This chapter will discuss findings of this research in relation to relevant 
literature in order to explore and respond to the research proposition of this thesis. 
The research proposition is concerned with how design-led innovation can 
overcome barriers to shifting the perception of design. This chapter firstly presents 
the ways in which a product and styling-centred cultural awareness of design can be 
swayed and transformed towards a strategic, whole-firm notion. Secondly, this 
chapter discusses the ways in which the barriers to this shift can be overcome 
through DLI tools and approaches.  
Figure 6.1 illustrates the relationship between the research proposition of this 
thesis, the sub research questions, the results and the discussion. As discussed in 
the summary of the previous chapter, the three themes into which the results have 
been categorised relate directly to the three sub research questions which stem 
from the research proposition. The results have then been used to inform the two 
parts of this discussion chapter, which aim to respond to the overall research 
proposition.  
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Figure 6.1 - Research Proposition Relationship to Discussion 
 
6.2 Cultural Developments: Value Shift of Design to Company 
To recap Section 2 of the Results chapter, the employee’s shift in perception 
of design was found to manifest itself in two key areas: the role of design and the 
role of the customer. From the exposure to activities and processes within the DLI 
process, the role of design became seen as a way to create value for customers and 
the business. Further to this, customers and their insights became seen as a 
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valuable resource to inform design. In the context of BlindCo, this outcome was a 
significant shift in thinking considering the outlook of design at the start of the 
engagement was as an aesthetics and functionality development tool, with 
customers having little to no input into research and development activities. This 
initial perspective is comparable to the product focus of industrial design as 
described by Gemser and Leenders (2001). The findings of this research suggest that 
the primary shift in perspective experienced within BlindCo lies in the perceived 
tangibility of the design outputs. For example, as a product-focused tool, design 
outputs are typically physical, visible or at least realisable in the short term as a new 
function, feature or component. Boothroyd (1994) identified this perspective as a 
traditional outdated approach to design in manufacturing, where problems are 
dealt with as they arise.  
“At the moment I think design tends to be around that new product stuff as 
well as trying to improve stuff we’ve already got”.    (R&D)  
Using design as a strategic process or as a way to create value produces 
longer-term and less tangible outcomes such as new value propositions, 
differentiated business models or beneficial customer insights (Chesbrough and 
Schwatz, 2007). A shift towards this understanding was evident at the end of the 
research engagement: 
“It [design] is the next step, about creating value that is not based on product 
or service, it’s based on maybe a better process of dealing with us, or giving 
them the edge in terms of product, promotion, or channel to market”. 
         (Upper Management) 
The differences between tangible and intangible outcomes draw similarities to 
differences in short term and long term goals. In BlindCo, these two types of 
projects and outputs were commonly referred to as having direct and indirect 
value. Table 6.1 describes the initial, mutual outlook of BlindCo regarding the 
characteristics of product-level design and strategy-level design. Of course, not all 
employees maintained such a black-and-white perspective of these characteristics; 
however this was the common trend that emerged from the results of this research. 
The tools and approaches that were used as part of the design-led innovation 
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process in order to overcome these initial perceptions of design outputs are 
discussed in detail in Section 6.3 of this Discussion chapter.   
 
 Product Design Strategic Design 
Tangibility Tangible Intangible 
Value Type Direct Indirect 
Outcome Focus Short Term Long Term 
Table 6.1 - Preliminary Understandings of Design Outcomes 
 
The general aversion within BlindCo towards design activities, projects or 
theories that were perceived to provide indirect value is likely to stem from an 
innate difficulty and inability to effectively measure the benefits of such influences. 
“How can I impact the business if I start thinking differently? When can I start 
expecting sales figures to go up and salary? It’s difficult to measure, difficult to 
track”.          (R&D) 
 Swink’s (2000) recognition that new innovations are inherently risky and uncertain 
justifies this aversion. In comparison to the traditional modes of design outputs that 
the company was familiar with, the new possibilities presented and demonstrated 
by the research were more ambiguous as to what the outcome would be. Strategic-
level design such as business model innovation is a long term approach to 
organisational development (Carlopio, 2009). The firm’s cultural association 
between long term projects and indirect value is likely to have contributed to the 
initial aversion to strategic design applications.  
Creating a new appreciation for strategic perspectives has been identified as a 
key component for shifting the perspective of design in order to enable a firm to 
embark on a journey towards a holistic level of design integration. In order to 
influence the common outlook towards intangibility, it was necessary to firstly 
imbue a cultural shift in the way short term and long term tasks are prioritised and 
approached. Namely, the importance of long term plans and future developments 
needed to be highlighted as more than a mere afterthought. Secondly, and in a 
similar fashion, projects and activities that produced outcomes which were 
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originally considered to bring indirect value to the company needed to be 
appreciated as beneficial contributors to the business. This was principally achieved 
by demonstrating new ways of measuring value in a business context.  
 
6.2.1 Using the Danish Design Ladder 
In relation to the Danish Design Ladder (Figure 2.11), it can be seen that the 
shift in perception of design achieved with BlindCo has moved them from a stylistic 
utilisation of design to a process-focused adoption, with a promising outlook to 
progress further up the ladder in the future. For example, at the beginning of the 
engagement, design was commonly applied in order to develop product aesthetics 
because  
“Engineering is not perfect for developing the looks of a product, we only know 
about the functionality, so we were hoping to get your input on this”. (R&D)  
This level of recognition of the contribution of design corresponds to the second 
level of the Danish Design Ladder (Kretzschmar, 2003). The following quote from 
the end of the engagement with BlindCo reflects the new understanding of design 
at a process level:  
“A good manufacturing company, the ones that get really big and make a lot 
of money, are ones that focus on the intangibles and procedures, because they 
know those are intrinsic to the product”.     (R&D)  
By the end of the research project, design and design principles were being used to 
articulate organisational structure relationship maps, improve optimisation 
approaches and develop quality assurance procedures. Design was no longer being 
exclusively used in product development. These new characteristics of the firm 
correspond to the third level of design integration: Design as Process (Kretzschmar, 
2003). The results of this embedded action research suggest that the perception of 
design has changed in three ways in order to reach a process-level application of 
design. First, the outcome focus of design activities has shifted from short term to 
long term. Second, the perceived value of design has changed from direct to 
indirect. And finally, the tangibility of design outcomes has moved from tangible to 
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intangible. Figure 6.2 illustrates these transitions as smaller steps or ‘rungs’ of the 
Design Ladder between the levels of ‘Design as Styling’ and ‘Design as Process’. 
 
Figure 6.2 - Changes in Perceptions of Design 
 
Additionally, results from this research indicate that the shift in design 
contribution presents a strong opportunity for the firm to continue moving up the 
ladder:  
“It’s innovating the business, not just products”.  (Upper Management)  
The potential for design to influence strategy has become more apparent within the 
firm; however continued engagement and facilitation was required at the 
completion of the research project for the company to reach a level of strategic 
design integration.  
Cultural change is acknowledged in literature as a core component of 
achieving successful organisation change (Cameron, Freeman and Mishra, 1991). 
The results of this research build on this relationship by identifying the cultural 
changes that occurred during a design-led transformation. It is proposed from the 
results, in the context of an Australian manufacturing SME with a strong focus on 
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traditional applications of design in the product realm, that there are several 
smaller steps on the Danish Design Ladder (Kretzschmar, 2003) between ‘Design as 
Styling’, ‘Design as Process’ and ‘Design as Strategy’ that have been realised through 
this research. These smaller steps are informed by the transitions in perception 
illustrated in Figure 6.2, and are presented as cultural stepping stones: the mutual 
awareness milestones that need to be met before a company can successfully begin 
to progress from a product or ‘styling’ level of design integration.  
As shown in Figure 6.3, the four levels of design integration, as recognised by 
Kretzschmar (2003), are related to the operational applications of design. It is 
proposed from the research presented in this thesis that a scale of the cultural 
awareness of design exists parallel to the operational elements of the original 
Danish Design Ladder (Figure 2.11). It is in this new meta-level of the ladder in 
which the cultural stepping stones come into influence.    
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 - Proposed Cultural Stepping Stones of the Danish Design Ladder 
 
Design as Relationships 
Design as Management 
Design as Intangible 
Design as Value Creation 
Design as Thinking 
No Design 
Design as  
Styling 
Design as  
Process 
Design as  
Strategy 
Operational 
Level 
Cultural 
Level 
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Figure 6.3 shows that the three cultural stepping stones have been developed 
from this research between the design integration levels of Styling and Process. 
These stepping stones are: ‘Design as Thinking’, ‘Design as Value Creation’ and 
‘Design as Intangible’. Additionally, projected stepping stones have been proposed 
between ‘Design as Relationships and ‘Design as Strategy’. It is possible that cultural 
transformations are required to progress from level of negligible design influence; 
however given the starting point of BlindCo, this lies outside the scope of this 
research. Each of the stepping stones presented in Figure 6.3 can be considered as 
the cultural imperatives of a manufacturing company that are needed to climb 
Kretzschmar’s (2003) Design Ladder. Unlike the operational integration levels of 
design presented in the original Danish Design Ladder (Kretzschmar, 2003), the 
cultural elements of the proposed model are cumulative: a company must acquire, 
embed, and maintain each stepping stone in order to progress to the next 
operational level of design integration. However, it is important to note that since 
these stages are cultural imperatives, reaching a stepping stone does not 
necessarily equate to observable operational changes within the business. 
Relationships between existing organisational culture literature and each stepping 
stone are discussed in detail below.  
 
Design as Thinking 
The first proposed cultural stepping stone that was achieved by BlindCo is 
‘Design as Thinking’. At this stepping stone, the culture of the company 
acknowledges and accepts that design involves a unique way to approach and solve 
problems. The differences between a design-led thought process and a business or 
engineering-led thought process are recognised, and it is understood that design 
can provide benefits to areas of a business that would not traditionally be 
associated with design. Melles, et al. (2012, p. 163) acknowledges that “this transfer 
to other applied domains effectively means moving design thinking from product 
innovation to other fields and applications.” By reaching this cultural stepping stone, 
the company culture develops a greater level of adaptability which is one of the 
core components of an ‘effective culture’ as defined by Denison and Mishra (1995). 
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Through this ‘designerly’ way of thinking, employees begin to incorporate design 
principles, such as collaboration, experimentation and optimism, into the way they 
approach and solve problems (Brown, 2008). 
 
Design as Value Creation 
At the second proposed cultural stepping stone, the company culture 
recognises that design is a method of creating value, rather than a tool for only 
inventing solutions. At this level of understanding, the cultural perception removes 
itself from the traditional tendency to expect an immediate and measurable 
outcome from the application of design processes. Instead, design is now 
acknowledged for its potential to create value for a particular stakeholder – 
customers, suppliers, the company itself – though short term outputs or long term 
outcomes. Cockton (2005) describes a value-centred design approach as a shift in 
perspective from the product, via the user, to the context of use. To achieve this 
stepping stone, input from various stakeholders is required; hence, the 
responsibility for innovation becomes shared through a greater level of stakeholder 
participation. Kenny and Reedy (2006) highlight participation and a shared 
obligation towards innovation as critical factors in an innovative culture.  
 
Design as Intangible 
Building from the first and second cultural stepping stones, a company’s 
culture can reach the third proposed level once it acknowledges that design 
outcomes can be intangible. In contrast to traditional design outcomes in the 
manufacturing industry, applying design at a holistic level with a business can 
produce outcomes that are not immediately observable (Lojacono and Zaccai, 
2012). Once a company’s culture reaches this level of design awareness in 
conjunction with the two preceding cultural stepping stones, the shift in perception 
of design can be observed at an operational level through new applications of 
design principles within procedural elements of the firm - the ‘Process’ level of the 
Danish Design Ladder has been achieved.   
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Projected Stepping Stones: Towards Design as Strategy 
Although BlindCo has not yet reached the fourth level of design integration by 
applying design at a strategic level, the potential for design to provide strategic 
value to the business has become apparent to employees. From the findings 
presented in this thesis, projected cultural stepping stones have been formed and 
proposed. It is important to note that these stepping stones are indicative and are 
proposed as avenues for future research.  
The first projected stepping stone is ‘Design as Relationships’. At this step, the 
company recognises design a way to create value through meaningful relationships 
with stakeholders in the business’s value chain. In the case of BlindCo, changes in 
the culture towards this stepping stone were becoming evident at the end of the 
engagement through the use of the organisational map. A design approach had 
been taken to understanding the operational relationship between each 
department and micro-level procedure. Furthermore, the idea that design could 
assist customer rapport in a way that provides value to both sides of the 
relationship was beginning to be realised within the firm.  
The second projected stepping stone is ‘Design as Management’. This can be 
thought of as employing design from a top-down approach. Once the culture of a 
company understands the value design can provide from a managerial level, it is 
well on its way towards integrating design at a strategic level and becoming 
holistically design-led. It is likely that management operating within a company 
culture at this level would be more open to potentially risky innovations, satisfying 
the first characteristic of an innovative culture as identified by Kenny and Reedy 
(2006): management is not risk averse.  
As illustrated in Figure 6.3, it is possible that there exist other cultural 
stepping stones at later stages of the design ladder which will not be evident until 
specific research is conducted on a company that completes this transformation.  
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6.3 Overcoming Barriers through DLI:  
Design Tools and Approaches 
During the engagement with BlindCo, three predominant barriers to the 
uptake of design-led processes were identified while attempting to transform the 
firm’s perspective of design. As presented in detail in the Results chapter, these 
barriers were: a lack of understanding of the role of the researcher as a design 
innovation catalyst; a traditional company culture that was somewhat averse to 
change; and a general misconception of the potential outcomes and benefits design 
can bring to a business. In addition to the barriers experienced throughout this 
process, a range of ‘enablers’ in the form of design tools and approaches have also 
been identified. The characteristics that influenced the success of these tools and 
approaches have been presented in the Results chapter, and it is these attributes 
that will inform the discussion of how the barriers were overcome.  
Many innovation interventions developed for large corporations and are not 
suited to small or medium sized businesses (McAdam et al., 2007). It is also 
important to note here that the researcher’s relatively long term 11 month 
embedment played a significant role in enhancing the success of the tools and 
approaches. Unsuccessful attempts could be revised, built upon and re-trialled. This 
is a significant benefit of the cyclical nature of an action research methodology; 
research can commence with only a rough idea of the overall situation (Dick, 2002). 
Table 6.2 provides an example of the activities that were identified as making 
a significant contribution towards overcoming each barrier to shifting the 
perception of design. In order to understand the ways in which these tools and 
approaches contributed, the common attributes that made them successful have 
been included, as well as a reference to where in the Design-led Innovation 
Conceptual Framework they were utilised.   
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Barrier 
Common 
Attributes of 
Activities Required 
to Overcome 
Barrier 
Example Tools and 
Approaches 
DLI Conceptual 
Framework 
Quadrant 
Lack of Understanding 
the Role of the 
Catalyst 
Stretching limits of 
what design is 
perceived to offer 
- Golden Circle 
Workshop  
- Business Model 
Canvas 
- Persona Creation 
- Narrative Creation 
Operational: Internal  
Existing Company 
Culture 
Sequence: Challenging 
existing mindsets 
before creating 
awareness 
Interdepartmental 
Collaboration 
- Interviews and 
Feedback 
- Customer 
Assumptions 
- Customer Insight 
Generation 
Operational: Internal 
and External 
Acknowledging Design 
Outcomes 
Relatable to task at 
hand 
Setting aside time for 
long term-focused 
activities  
- Customer insight 
generation 
- Customer 
Assumptions  
- Value Proposition 
Canvas 
- Golden Circle 
Workshop 
Strategic: Internal and 
External 
Table 6.2 - Attributes of Tools and Approaches to Overcome Barriers 
 
In relation to relevant literature, this section of the discussion will examine 
how the attributes of these tools and approaches within the DLI Conceptual 
Framework (Figure 2.8, p. 38) assisted in overcoming the barriers to shifting 
BlindCo’s perception of design. Figure 6.4 maps these barriers to the DLI Conceptual 
Framework, and an in depth discussion of each barrier is provided below. 
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Figure 6.4 - Barriers Mapped to DLI Framework 
 
6.3.1 Stretching the Possibilities of Design 
At the outset of the research engagement with BlindCo, the role of the 
researcher as a catalyst was commonly misunderstood to be closer to an in house 
industrial design work experience placement.  
“Someone who can come in, externally look at our current systems and 
provide some recommendations of looking at aesthetics; maybe some functions over 
the period that they’re here”.       (R&D)  
This perspective of the value a designer could bring to the company mirrors 
the traditional roles of an industrial designer as explained by Gemser and Leenders 
(2001). The expectations of the researcher that were informed by this traditional 
outlook created the first set of obstacles that impeded the overarching goal of the 
research: to integrate design at a holistic level with the business.  
Beginning with the Internal, Operational quadrant of the DLI Conceptual 
Framework (Figure 6.4), tools and approaches were used to expand the common 
understanding of the value a design innovation catalyst could offer the business. In 
this way, the components that constitute design as a concept were challenged 
within the firm. For example, the Golden Circle Workshop was run primarily as a 
way to establish how the company perceives itself and initiate the ‘Observations’ 
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stage of the DLI Conceptual Framework. However, this workshop contributed 
significantly to demonstrating the type of work in which the researcher aimed to be 
involved with in the company, namely holistic level operations. Staff in SMEs are 
typically utilised, officially or not, in a multi-discipline capacity (McAdam, et al., 
2007). For BlindCo, employing an innovation-specific role is contrary to this practice 
and goes some way to explaining the somewhat work-experience level outcome 
expectations that were initially planned for the researcher. Similar to the Golden 
Circle Workshop, the use of the Business Model Canvas tool early on in the project 
demonstrated how basic design principles such as visualisation and prototyping 
could be applied and useful in other areas of the business. Although the intangibility 
of this level of work was not commonly appreciated at this stage of the project, this 
type of demonstration assisted in creating a better understanding of the 
researcher’s purpose in the company.  
To further establish the researcher’s purpose as a catalyst and create a 
differentiation from traditional industrial design ideals, a customer-centric focus 
was emphasised, rather than a product-centric focus, through the use of tools such 
as persona and narrative developments. At the early stages of the project, 
employees interacted with these tools using their existing assumptions about 
customers. A design process, on the other hand, is inherently empathetic and 
explores the needs of stakeholders through research (Dell’Era and Verganti (2009). 
The continual consideration of customer experiences strengthened the notion that 
design attempts to recognise the needs of all stakeholders, and that its influence 
extends beyond functional or stylistic product development. The outputs of these 
sessions provided a conversational starting point for the catalyst to engage with 
customers externally and move to the next stage of the DLI Conceptual Framework: 
‘Insights’.  
 
6.3.2 Challenging Culture before Creating Awareness of Issues 
The change-resistant culture of BlindCo is likely to reflect the company’s long 
history and lack of radical change in recent years. This deeply ingrained culture was 
commonly referenced by employees who identified existing practices as a 
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significant and ongoing barrier to the adoption of new processes, ideas and 
approaches to problems:  
“People have been here for 30 years, they don’t want to change the way they 
do things”         (R&D).  
Although this barrier continues to restrict or delay changes in some parts of the 
company, a more informed outlook and general acknowledgement of the cultural 
issues were realised within the company by the end of the research engagement. In 
congruence with Schein’s (1985) reflection that organisational culture is developed 
as a result of external adaption and internal integration, this cultural barrier was 
predominant during both the internal and external operational components of the 
DLI Conceptual Framework (Figure 6.4).  
The most influential element of the tools and approaches that has assisted in 
minimising the change-resistant cultural barrier is the sequence in which the 
activities were utilised within the firm. Referring back to Table 5.2 in the Results 
chapter (p. 91), the tools and approaches were categorised into two outcome-based 
groups: 
- Challenging and questioning existing beliefs, assumptions and 
culture from an external viewpoint; and 
- Creating awareness of and articulating the firm’s position in the 
market, internal issues and future vision.  
Tools that presented and articulated information about the company, that 
were used early on in the research engagement, such as the Company and Industry 
Analysis and the Value Chain Mapping, did not appear to have a noticeable impact 
on the firm. However, when approaches from this outcome group were used in 
conjunction with tools from the ‘Challenging and Questioning’ group, a greater level 
of engagement influence was observed. For example, the Customer Assumptions 
Focus Group challenged existing and pre-conceived notions of what employee’s 
considered valuable to the company’s various customer levels. The Customer 
Insight Generation approach presented findings from direct interviews with 
customers that had been centred on the outcomes of the Customer Assumption 
Focus Group. Because the employees had already been involved in the process by 
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having their assumptions challenged, they were more open and interested to hear 
the reality of their assumptions. In other words, the insight generation workshop, as 
an awareness creation activity, was more successful following the focus group 
challenge employee assumptions beforehand.  
Other awareness promotion tools such as the Industry Analysis and theory 
presentations may not have had the desired impact on the cultural constraints of 
the firm due to the lack of prior challenging of internal assumptions and beliefs. Noe 
and Wilk (1993) proposed that negative views towards learning and an incomplete 
understanding of developmental needs may be resultant from an employee’s 
perception of situational constraints in the work environment. It is possible that by 
providing the forums created in the challenging and questioning tools, perceived 
situational constraints in BlindCo may have been reduced or removed, allowing 
employees to better engage with the content being presented in later awareness 
promotion tools.  
By using design activities in this sequence and allowing employees to identify 
internal incongruences within the firm by themselves, the change-averse culture 
was able to be ‘sidestepped’. Employees were more willing to embrace new ideas 
and adopt new perspectives when they felt a higher level of personal ownership 
over the concept.  
A consequential cultural trait of the firm, as identified in the Results chapter, 
is the ongoing difficulties in inter-departmental communication within BlindCo. It is 
likely that barriers in communication contributed towards the identified resistance 
towards organisational change. Tools and approaches which brought together 
employees from different sections of the company, as well as employees from 
different managerial levels, went some way towards opening communication 
channels and improving understandings of internal issues in other departments. 
Deshpandé, Farley and Webster (1993) specified collaboration as a significant 
component of improving competitiveness through innovation. By opening and 
facilitating communication channels between departments and employees, 
elements of BlindCo’s culture were beneficially influenced so that organisational 
change could be more readily considered and discussed.  
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6.3.3 Valuing Conceptual and Theoretical Work 
The cultural tendency of BlindCo to place a higher value on short term goals 
and ‘direct-value’ projects was a significant barrier to creating a new perception of 
design. Almost all of the work carried out by the researcher had a long term focus 
and was unlikely to achieve measurable outcomes in the short term. For this 
reason, employees initially considered this type of work as providing indirect value, 
and hence categorised it as less important than more pressing projects and 
deadlines. In particular, this barrier was experienced during the strategic half of the 
DLI Conceptual Framework (Figure 6.4); difficulties were experienced while 
transitioning from the operational side to the strategic side of the framework.  
Traditional ideas of product and operational focused outputs initially created 
difficulties in working at a strategic level initially. However, tools used at this stage 
of the project, such as the Value Proposition Canvas, produced highly conceptual 
outcomes that related strongly to the value proposition of the firm and its strategic 
direction. For some employee’s, the value of this type of work was not immediately 
realised:  
“That sounds awesome but how will that affect us directly.  How can we 
implement that into what we are doing?”.     (R&D)  
Overcoming this barrier was achieved through two attributes of the successful tools 
and approaches. Firstly, conceptual outcomes needed to be constantly related back 
and grounded in project level work. Secondly, setting aside time for activities that 
were specifically focused on long term outcomes and benefits for the company was 
found to be necessary to improve employee engagement.  
Making a continuous effort to relate the theoretical and intangible outcomes 
back to current projects and immediate tasks was necessary in order to create or 
influence change within BlindCo. Todnem (2005) found that change within a 
business is often triggered by organisational crisis and because of this, generally 
carried out in a reactive and sporadic fashion. Although the company participating 
in this research was not experiencing an ‘organisational crisis’ as such, a greater 
reaction by employees was generated when tools and approaches made an easily 
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recognisable contribution to immediate and pressing issues or projects. This finding 
is consistent with organisational development literature which suggests employees 
feel more engaged when “the mission of the company makes them feel that their 
work is important” (Kimball and Nink, 2006: 67).  
The DLI Conceptual Framework (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011a), is structured 
in a way that constantly and iteratively relates operational and strategic work back 
to the central value proposition of the company. During early stages of the design-
led process, the influence and importance of the value proposition needs to be 
expressed in order for the process to gain traction. Moran and Brightman (2001) 
proposed that disseminating a vision for change throughout an organisation is 
critical in order to successfully initiate change. Furthermore, strong leadership 
capabilities are possibly the most effective way to achieve change (Moran and 
Brightman, 2001). It is likely that a greater level of involvement from management 
would have enhanced the uptake of design-led processes. Wrigley (2013) 
acknowledged that design-led innovation benefits from a top-down commitment 
from management in order to be universally adopted throughout the business. For 
BlindCo, linking the outcomes of each stage of the design-led process back to the 
value proposition was not enough to convey importance; relating outcomes to 
project level work was necessary in addition to achieve better engagement: 
“What we need to do is take what you’ve done and put it into a practical 
sense, so we can say this is what you need to do to make things happen”.  
        (Upper Management)  
Because long term-focused discussions and workshops were initially seen as 
less important within BlindCo, little time was designated exclusively to these 
considerations.  
“It’s the big picture way of looking at it [the company], we just don’t have 
time. But for me it’s like, well you don’t have time because nobody ever looked 
at it. It’s kind of like the chicken and the egg”.    (R&D)  
This finding aligns with literature which found that time required to provide 
‘innovation training in an SME is often difficult to acquire (McAdam, et al., 2007). 
Organising workshops in advance with the premise of being focused on long term 
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projects, strategies and processes was identified as an effective way to assist in 
creating employee engagement in these areas.  
 
6.3.4 Reaching Cultural Stepping Stones 
The three previously discussed barriers to shifting the perception of design 
were encountered and overcome simultaneously to reaching the three cultural 
stepping stones. While reaching each stepping stone was not a direct outcome of 
overcoming each barrier, there were tools and approaches which contributed to 
common elements of the barriers and stepping.  
The most influential barrier that was overcome during the research 
engagement was the limited understanding of the outcomes design could 
potentially bring to the business. This lack of knowledge and appreciation was 
apparent in the tendency for the employee’s to dismiss and undervalue strategic 
design outcomes that were typically long term focused, intangible and indirect in 
nature. It has been proposed in this research that changing these attitudes at a 
cultural level is necessary to progressing beyond a stylistic perception of design. 
Achieving these cultural changes and reaching these stepping stones has required 
the use of a range of design tools and approaches in conjunction with the structure 
provided by the DLI Conceptual Framework (Figure 6.5). Table 6.3 provides 
examples of the tools and approaches that assisted in reaching the three cultural 
stepping stones in addition to a reference point on the DLI Conceptual Framework.  
Figure 6.5 provides a visual representation of where the cultural stepping 
stones were achieved in relation to the DLI Framework. Recognising design as a new 
mode of thinking was achieved within BlindCo through activities which focused on 
operational elements of the firm. Reaching the ‘Design as Value Creation’ stepping 
stone was achieved during the externally focused design activities, which 
highlighted opportunities for value to be added to external stakeholders in 
BlindCo’s value chain. An appreciation for intangible design outcomes was 
developed during activities such as the Value Proposition Canvas which had a strong 
strategic focus.   
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Cultural Stepping 
Stone 
Assistive Tools and 
Approaches used to reach 
Stepping Stone 
DLI Conceptual Framework 
Quadrant 
Design as Thinking - Business Model Canvas 
- Persona Creation 
- Narrative Creation 
Operational: Internal and External 
Design as Value 
Creation 
- Interviews and Feedback 
- Customer Assumptions 
- Customer Insight Generation 
External: Operational and Strategic 
Design as Intangible - Golden Circle Workshop  
- Value Proposition Canvas 
Strategic: Internal and External 
Table 6.3 - Tools and Approaches to reach Cultural Stepping Stones 
 
 
Figure 6.5 - Cultural Stepping Stones Mapped to DLI Framework 
 
6.4 Summary 
Following on from the results of this research, this chapter has firstly explored 
how design-led innovation can shift the perception of design towards a strategic, 
whole-firm activity.  Secondly, this chapter has discussed how design-led innovation 
can overcome the barriers to this shift though the use of various tools and 
approaches.  
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It has been proposed in this chapter that the shift in perspective which 
BlindCo has experienced is principally evident in cultural-level changes. A 
progression of cultural developments or ‘cultural stepping stones’ has been 
observed, and these developments have been integrated into the Danish Design 
Ladder model. The three cultural stepping stones that have been achieved by 
BlindCo are: Design as Thinking, Design as Value Creation and Design as Intangible. 
These stepping stones describe the process of how BlindCo has transitioned from a 
product and styling-centred perception of design to a process-driven perception. 
Additionally, two projected stepping stones have been proposed which the 
company is continuing to work towards.  
As presented in the Results chapter, three predominant barriers to shifting 
the perception of design have been identified within BlindCo. Various tools and 
approaches have been used as ‘enablers’ to overcome these barriers, to varying 
degrees of success. The first major barrier encountered was a misunderstanding of 
the role of the researcher as a design innovation catalyst. Tools which 
demonstrated alternative applications of design were useful in developing this 
understanding of the catalyst. 

Chapter 7: Implications and Recommendations  
This thesis examined the outcomes of utilising a design-led approach to 
innovation in order to shift the way an Australian manufacturing company perceives 
design. Reviewed literature revealed gaps in knowledge surrounding the specific 
cultural changes a firm can expect to experience when shifting their perception of 
design away from an exclusively product-centred tool. The journey towards ‘Design 
as Strategy’ has been visualised as stepping stones along the Danish Design Ladder 
(Kretzschmar, 2003) and has been closely examined through an embedded action 
research methodology.  
The strong practical and theoretical elements of the results and subsequent 
discussion presented in this thesis have a wide range of implications for future 
efforts when embarking on a design-led journey. The implications discussed in this 
chapter are highly relevant to Australian manufacturing at a business level, an 
industry level, a theoretical level and at a facilitation level. Each of these contextual 
environments are presented in detail below.  
 
7.1.1 Implications for Participating Company 
The company participating in this research has experienced cultural and 
operational changes as a result of the engagement. Cultural changes are evident in 
the shift in perspective of design. For example, design is now commonly recognised 
as a method of creating value for the business by identifying and integrating 
customer insights into other business processes. As a result of this cultural shift, 
operational changes that have occurred include a new ability within the firm to 
challenge assumptions and an informed acknowledgement of current issues the 
business is facing.  
In order to continue the transformation towards becoming design-led, BlindCo 
needs to continue to develop and improve its cultural perception of design. 
Continuing to work towards achieving the two projected cultural stepping stones, as 
proposed in the Discussion Chapter 6, is necessary to more beyond employing 
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design at a process level. At the end of the research engagement, BlindCo was 
showing inclinations towards acknowledging design as a valuable way to construct 
beneficial relationships with customers.  
Without a strong understanding of strategic-level design integration among 
employees in upper managerial roles, design-led initiatives were typically driven by 
the researcher from a lower level in the company. In accordance with existing 
design literature (Dell’Era and Verganti, 2010; Bucolo and Matthews, 2011), the 
uptake of design-led processes would be greatly accelerated through a ‘top-down’ 
approach. To achieve this, greater buy-in and dedication of resources from upper 
management would be required within BlindCo.  
The most prominent implication of this research for BlindCo however, is that 
becoming a highly competitive player in the Australian market requires an ongoing 
and persistent focus on cultural and business level change. Incremental product 
updates are necessary considerations of a sustainable business; however it is the 
long term, strategic-level innovations that will help the company to dominate the 
market (Neumeier, 2008a). Design-led innovation provides a pathway for this 
journey. 
 
7.1.2 Implications for Australian Manufacturing Industry 
In an industry context, an abundance of literature exists which recognises the 
potential for design to assist in improving the competitiveness of Australian 
manufacturing. However, the outcomes of this research suggest that there are 
barriers and challenges that need to be addressed when an Australian 
manufacturing company embarks on a journey to becoming design-led by shifting 
their perspective of design.  
Firstly, challenges exist with embedding a design innovation catalyst within 
the firm. The role of the catalyst needs to be clear and understood as being not 
isolated or stand-alone, but rather interdisciplinary and integrated. In order to 
maximise the catalyst’s contribution, discussions surrounding expectations of the 
role should be conducted with input from various departments of the company and 
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should be informed by the catalyst as well. The work of the catalyst is not confined 
to a single area of a manufacturing business, and collaboration with staff from 
multiple departments. When forming performance indicators, interdepartmental 
input would assist in developing holistic-level expectations. Furthermore, the work 
of the catalyst requires input from across the business; employees should 
endeavour to work alongside and collaborate with the catalyst as innovation cannot 
be considered as an isolated responsibility. 
Experiential knowledge and response to events are the typical drivers of 
strategic development within an SME (Deakins and Freel, 1998). The findings 
presented in this thesis suggest that experiential knowledge and beneficial 
responses can be generated in an SME through design tools and activities as part of 
a long term and planned development framework. However, for future 
manufacturing companies attempting to incite change through the application of 
design tools and approaches, the company’s core culture needs to be recognised as 
an integral part of the change process. The cultural development outcomes of this 
research suggest that designating resources towards understanding and developing 
the company’s culture is highly necessary in order to transition away from 
traditional modes of operation.  
 
7.1.3 Implications for Design Innovation Catalysts 
This research provides a range of important implications for future design 
innovation catalysts who are commencing an embedded position within an 
Australian manufacturing company. For example, the barriers encountered due to 
trends in the manufacturing industry suggest specific considerations for a catalyst. 
Furthermore, various engagement strategies have been trialled and examined in 
this research, allowing other catalysts to learn and develop these findings. Lastly, 
implications have been formed from reflections on operating within the action 
research process. Future catalysts will be aware of potential challenges, and 
because of this awareness, will be better prepared to facilitate the uptake of design-
led processes within a manufacturing business.  
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The barriers that were encountered throughout the research engagement 
were identified from a catalyst’s point of view, as opposed to an industry 
standpoint, making them highly applicable to future embedded design innovation 
catalyst projects. The first barrier within BlindCo was a misunderstanding of the role 
of the catalyst. To minimise the delay this hurdle creates in beginning the project, 
future catalysts should endeavour to be involved in the preliminary discussions 
about the expectations of the role, and ensure that these expectations do not fall 
under more ‘traditional’ design outcomes. This preliminary negotiation would assist 
with the catalyst’s entry into the company and clarify the responsibilities of the role. 
The established perceptions of design outcomes create another barrier to new 
possibilities, as the catalyst begins to focus on less tangible parts of the business. 
Creating a perceived value in this work can be achieved by continuously drawing 
relevance to current projects and short term tasks. To do this, the catalyst first 
needs to assist the company to identify and articulate the core purpose of the 
company. Relating project level work and strategy level work to this core purpose 
can assist employees to perceive a greater level of significance.   
Creating engagement with employees is critical to the success of change 
initiatives, particularly in companies where the culture is somewhat averse to 
change and nonreactive to these initiatives. To create engagement, the catalyst 
needs to closely consider the types of design tools and approaches that are utilised 
as well as the dynamics of the people involved in the activities. The findings of this 
research implicate that a catalyst should use tools which challenge existing 
assumptions, issues, values and beliefs before presenting information about these 
topics. This process can be thought of as leading employees to discover internal and 
external misalignments or incongruences by themselves first, rather than 
presenting this information directly and upfront. 
In terms of the DLI framework, implications can be drawn for future catalysts 
that are utilising an action research approach to bridge and fulfil both university and 
organisational requirements. For example, in order to effectively disrupt traditional 
procedures within the firm, the catalyst needs to be able to succinctly understand 
and integrate into the day-to-day culture. In BlindCo, creating trust and rapport at 
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an employee level played a critical role in influencing the culture in regards to how 
design is perceived and utilised. Coupled with the long term nature of the 
engagement, it is evident that the role that is fulfilled by a catalyst cannot be 
outsourced or offered by an external service provider. However, as a catalyst, it is 
important to retain an external perspective of the company in order to avoid losing 
sight of the holistic vision. As part of a cohort of other catalysts involved in similar 
projects in noncompeting companies, the researcher was able to reflect upon and 
learn from the findings of others during the research engagement. By having a 
weekly session with this cohort and challenging assumptions, an external 
perspective of the firm could be maintained by the researcher.  
Another important insight from this research is the necessity to start the 
design-led project at the company’s existing understanding of design. For example, 
in BlindCo, a foundational understanding of design thinking was required before 
design-led innovation could be implemented at any level. At the beginning of the 
project, time needs to be dedicated towards understanding the firm’s current 
perception and application of design. Similar to creating rapport with employees, 
this understanding can be achieved by assimilating into the day-to-day culture of 
the firm. 
 
7.1.4 Implications for Theory 
The research engagement from which this thesis has been developed is based 
around four key theoretical frameworks that were explored in detail in the Design 
Frameworks chapter of the literature review. To recap, these four integral 
frameworks are Design Thinking, Design-led Innovation, the Design Innovation 
Catalyst, and the Danish Design Ladder. Since design thinking has provided the 
underlying scaffolding for DLI, and the design innovation catalyst implications have 
already been discussed, this section will focus on the implications which have been 
generated in regards to the theory surrounding DLI and the Danish Design Ladder.  
A key part of design-led innovation is the relationship and facilitation between 
operational and strategic design. Relating operational and strategic elements of the 
firm back to the value proposition, as in the DLI Conceptual Framework, is only 
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effective and beneficial when the value proposition is considered an important 
component of the business. For a company with limited prior exposure to strategic 
development processes, or when employees involved in the process are not 
concerned with upper management or holistic functions of the business, a clear link 
between the value proposition and project level work needs to be created.  
The Danish Design Ladder has been used throughout this research as a means 
to assess the level of design integration of BlindCo. Findings and proposals 
presented in the Discussion chapter have produced significant implications for this 
model. Firstly, a cultural layer has been added to the ladder to complement the 
existing operations-focused design integration levels. Within this cultural layer, 
several cultural stepping stones have been proposed which describe the cultural 
developments of a firm during a transition from one design level to the next. It is 
important to note that due to the context of this research, the proposed cultural 
stepping stones are specifically relevant to the manufacturing industry, and cannot 
be assumed in other industries.  
 
7.1.5 Summary of Implications 
This chapter has discussed the implications of the results and subsequent 
discussion of the research project. The strong practical and theoretical elements of 
the research have generated implications for the industry and BlindCo itself. 
Implications presented for the Australian manufacturing can assist future 
companies to take on an embedded catalyst and more effectively begin the journey 
towards design integration. The role of the catalyst needs to be understood as 
interdisciplinary and holistically-focused. Additionally, the culture of the company 
needs to be recognised as a highly influential component to successfully achieving a 
design-led transformation.  
The company participating in this research has achieved several changes as a 
result of the engagement. To continue on this journey, however, this research 
implicates that future cultural development is required. Furthermore, a 
comprehensive understanding of design-led innovation at a managerial level will be 
necessary in order to drive the change from a top-down approach, rather than from 
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a project level. Radical innovation can be accomplished by applying design 
principles at a strategy and holistic level within the business, and this will contribute 
significantly towards securing the firm’s position as a leader in the Australian 
market.  
In terms of theoretical and academia implications, this chapter firstly provides 
a range of considerations for future design innovation catalysts. It is critical that the 
catalyst is involved with the company as early as possible in order to inform 
expectations and key performance indicators. Creating engagement with employees 
can be improved by allowing them to realise incongruences within the company 
through various tools and approaches, as opposed to directly presenting this 
information. Additionally, building trust and rapport with employees is necessary in 
order to impact the firm’s culture. Special considerations need to be made by the 
catalyst so as to not lose sight of the ‘big picture’ of the company, despite becoming 
an integrated team member.  
Implications have also been made in regards to the theoretical models around 
which this research has been built. Firstly, the relevance of the core value 
proposition needs to be drawn at a project level in order to promote the 
significance of the design-led process within a business that has no predisposition 
towards strategic-level design. Secondly, implications for the Danish Design Ladder 
have been proposed in the form of new, cultural-level stepping stones that provide 
a pathway for a firm to transition up the ladder.  
 
7.2 Contribution to Knowledge 
The contribution to knowledge provided by this thesis is evident in the 
literature gaps that have been addressed by the sub-research questions in response 
to the research proposition. Table 7.1 explains the contributions to knowledge in 
reference to the previously identified gaps in literature (Chapter 2). These points 
are then discussed in relation to the sub-research questions.   
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Literature 
Gap 
RQ Contribution to Knowledge 
a) 
Real World, 
Longitudinal 
Case Study 
1 
This research demonstrates the first 11 months of an Australian 
manufacturing SME’s journey towards becoming design-led. During 
this time, the company’s perception of design has shifted from a 
product focus to a process focus, with a strong outlook towards 
achieving a strategic focus. Several barriers were identified and 
overcome during this transformation.  
b) 
Example of 
Facilitation 
Methods 
2 
A significant part of facilitating a design-led innovation process is the 
correct application of a range of design tools and approaches by the 
catalyst. The characteristics of successful tools and approaches have 
been identified through this research. Using these characteristics to 
their advantage, future catalysts will be better equipped to 
overcome barriers and challenges with their firm.  
c) 
Identified 
Cultural 
Progression 
3 
Three core cultural progressions or ‘stepping stones’ have been 
created as an outcome of this research. These stepping stones 
describe the cultural changes BlindCo has experienced in response 
to shifting their perception of design. A closer look at the tools and 
approaches used by the catalyst outlines how challenges were 
overcome to achieve these cultural changes.  
Table 7.1 - Contribution to Knowledge 
 
7.2.1 Real World, Longitudinal Case Study 
RQ [1]: What barriers and challenges were encountered and overcome 
throughout this engagement? 
Limited real world examples exist which demonstrate how a SME in the 
Australian manufacturing sector can transform its perception of design from a 
product focus to a strategic focus through the use of design-led innovation 
processes. The first sub-research question contributes to this gap in literature by 
providing a case study which explores the strategic, operational and cultural 
developments of a manufacturing SME as it develops its application of design 
beyond that of a product-focused tool. Currently, with the exception of Pozzey’s 
(2013) study in manufacturing SMEs, there are a limited number of case studies in 
published literature which empirically demonstrate a design-led innovation process 
within a company over an extended research period.  
By highlighting these changes within the firm, a new real-world example has 
been documented which identifies the transformation in perspective of design 
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experienced within an Australian manufacturing SME as a result of a design-led 
innovation process.  
The first main barrier to shifting the firm’s perception of design was the 
misunderstanding of the researcher’s role as a catalyst. Most employees were 
initially unaware of the scope of the project and the potential outcomes a catalyst 
could bring to the business. The second predominant barrier was a deeply ingrained 
change resistant culture within BlindCo. This barrier created many difficulties while 
trying to disseminate new approaches to problems. The final major barrier 
encountered during the research project was an opposition within the firm towards 
activities which were inherently long term focused. The identification of these 
barriers and challenges from a catalyst’s perspective creates a novel contribution to 
knowledge. 
 
7.2.2 Example of Facilitation Methods 
RQ [2]: What aspects of the tools or approaches used had a significant 
influence over this shift? 
Limited research has been published which aims to understand how a design 
innovation catalyst can facilitate a shift in the perception of design from a product 
focus to a strategic focus within a manufacturing SME. Sub-research question 2 
contributes to filling this gap in literature by identifying the tools and approaches 
that were used to enable the design-led process and overcome barriers. Current 
literature surrounding the design innovation catalyst does not deeply explore the 
characteristics of the tools and approaches which a catalyst might utilise in order to 
facilitate higher-level applications of design within a firm.  
The tools and approaches used by the catalyst throughout the research 
project acted as enablers to achieving the overall shift in perspective of design. Two 
characteristics of the tools and approaches which enabled the researcher to 
overcome barriers and have a greater influence on the shift in perception of design 
were identified. First, activities that were clearly relatable and relevant to the 
current tasks and projects of the employees were found to have a stronger impact. 
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A high level of relevance to the task at hand assisted in overcoming barriers by 
improving employee engagement and understanding with the subject matter. The 
second characteristic of the tools and approaches which made them more 
successful was the sequence in which they were conducted within BlindCo. For 
example, activities which created awareness of cultural elements and mindsets 
within the firm were more readily accepted among employees when they were 
conducted after activities which challenged these cultural elements and mindsets. 
Activities stimulated by the tools and approaches essentially enabled employees to 
arrive at realisations about existing beliefs, assumptions and visions by themselves, 
thereby creating a stronger level of engagement to the tools and approaches within 
BlindCo.  
 
7.2.3 Identified Cultural Progression 
RQ [3]: Has the participating company seen a change in its perception of 
design as a result of the interaction with design-led innovation theories and 
processes? 
Limited research has been conducted on the cultural changes a firm 
experiences while transforming its perception of design from a product focus 
towards a strategic focus. In particular, how these cultural changes are achieved 
remains relatively unexplored in literature. In response to RQ [3], the research 
presented in this thesis demonstrates that BlindCo has seen a change in perception 
of design as a result of the interaction with design-led innovation theories and 
processes.  
At the beginning of the research engagement, design played a somewhat 
downstream role in the innovation process, and was initially used to develop 
product features and stylistic traits. Following BlindCo’s exposure to design-led 
processes and mindsets, the application of design was perceived more holistically to 
include value creation at a customer, firm or stakeholder level. Additionally, the role 
of the customer developed within the firm. At the end of the research engagement, 
the customer was perceived to be a valuable source of information due to their 
direct involvement with the market. RQ [3] addresses a significant gap in design-led 
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innovation and organisational change literature by identifying how design-led 
innovation can create a shift in the perception of design within a manufacturing 
company. The findings of this research suggest that design-led innovation can 
facilitate this shift by influencing a firm’s culture in regards to the way they 
understand, utilise and value design.  
Three primary cultural shifts or ‘stepping stones’ in relation to design were 
identified during the research which provide an explanation of how design-led 
innovation can shift a manufacturing SME’s perception of design. First, tools such as 
the business model canvas, personas and narratives which were used within the 
operational phases of the DLI framework contributed to shifting the outcome focus 
of design from short term to long term. This shift informed the first proposed 
cultural stepping stone, Design as Thinking, where design is perceived as a new and 
beneficial mode of thinking. 
The second cultural shift identified was in the perceived value of design. 
Through the use of approaches such as providing feedback from interviews, 
gathering assumptions about customers and generating customer insights, design 
activities became seen as indirect value providers, rather than direct. This change in 
perception occurred during the externally focused phases of the DLI framework; 
employees understood and appreciated that design activities could benefit a wider 
group of stakeholders. The second cultural stepping stone, Design as Value, has 
been proposed as a result of this shift in perception.  
The third cultural stepping stone, Design as Intangible, has been proposed as a 
result of a shift in perception regarding the tangibility of design outcomes. The 
successful facilitation of tools such as the Golden Circle Workshop and the Value 
Proposition Canvas demonstrated that design principles can be applied in order to 
produce business-level outcomes that are not immediately observable or tangible. 
This recognition among employees was achieved through the strategic elements of 
the DLI framework. 
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7.3 Limitations of Research 
The outcomes and contributions of this thesis are limited by several 
limitations of the research design. First, the timeframe of the project presents 
prominent limitations to the research. Becoming a design-led business is an ongoing 
journey that requires continuous and long term commitment from the company 
(Carlopio, 2009). Although the 11 month timeframe of the research engagement 
allowed operational, strategic and cultural changes to be facilitated within BlindCo, 
working at the company’s rate of engagement with DLI processes meant that this 
timeframe was not sufficient to explore the full transition towards becoming deign-
led. Furthermore, time limitations on the project restricted the extent to which 
reflections on actions and outcomes could be developed and implemented. As an 
integral part of the action research methodology, effective reflections are critically 
important in order to develop and inform facilitation approaches (Dick, 2002). 
The industry-specific context of this research presents another key limitation. 
As an SME in the Australian manufacturing sector, BlindCo represents a very specific 
type of business. Since the implications presented in this thesis are directly relevant 
to this industry and BlindCo, it is possible that other industries may not be able to 
directly benefit from this research. In a similar way, BlindCo was identified as 
initially utilising design exclusively at a product development level, and the research 
was developed around this feature of the company accordingly. This direction will 
potentially limit the applicability of research implications to other companies that 
have a different existing mode of design utilisation.  
Another limitation of the research was the limited prior experience of the 
researcher to work as an embedded design innovation catalyst. It is possible that 
with a higher level of prior experience in this role, the research could have 
produced different outcomes with regards to BlindCo and the contribution to 
knowledge. However, given the new and emerging nature of this transitional role, 
research derived from experiences and reflections of will beneficial for practitioners 
taking on a similar position in the future. BlindCo’s limited exposure to strategic-
level design processes also presented a significant limitation to the researcher’s 
effectiveness as a catalyst embedded within the company. The design-led project 
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was driven predominantly by the researcher, and it is possible that less internal 
resistance from BlindCo could have expanded the scope of the research outcomes.  
 
7.4 Research Conclusion and Future Recommendations 
This thesis has examined the ways in which a design-led approach to 
innovation can be utilised to overcome internal barriers within an Australian 
manufacturing SME and shift the way design is perceived. Through an action 
research based methodology, this research has endeavoured to shift the way 
BlindCo understands, values and utilises design from a functional and stylistic 
product perspective towards a whole-firm strategic approach. Figure 7.1 visualises 
and summarises the content of each chapter presented in this thesis in relation to 
the research proposition.  
The Design-led Innovation Framework (Bucolo and Matthews, 2011a) 
provides a theoretical pathway for a business to become design integrated. For the 
company participating in this research engagement, the framework has been used 
to create a preliminary understanding of how design can add value to the firm. 
Building upon Bucolo and Matthews’ (2010) recognition that a design-led approach 
requires organisational change to enable its effective adoption, the research has 
endeavoured to identify how the necessary shift in thinking can be achieved in 
order to initiate a design-led transformation.  
Results of the research revealed that BlindCo has experienced a change in 
perception towards design as a result of the engagement. At the conclusion of the 
research project, design was understood to be a method of creating value for 
customers and the business in a more holistic sense. Three barriers to shifting the 
perception of design through DLI processes were identified through the thematic 
analysis. These barriers were: initial misunderstanding the role of the catalyst, a 
company culture that is adverse to change, and a traditional understanding of the 
outcomes design could provide. To overcome these challenges, various tools and 
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approaches were used at key stages of the DLI Conceptual Framework. To develop a 
better understanding of why the researcher was embedded within the company in 
the first place, tools that demonstrated a more holistic level outlook were used 
during the beginning stages of the DLI process. To overcome restrictive cultural 
elements, existing assumptions and beliefs needed to be challenged initially in order 
to increase engagement during later ‘awareness creation’ activities which would 
thereby assist in inciting change. To broaden the common understanding of what 
outcomes design can provide in a business context, tools and approaches needed to 
be designated as specifically focusing on long term, theoretical or strategic 
concepts, as opposed to short term projects. However, in order to improve 
employee understanding and engagement during these sessions, a clear link with 
current project level work needed to be visible and established.  
The utilisation of design in BlindCo generated operational changes. The 
research suggests that these changes are the result of a cultural shift in the 
perception of design. The shift in perspective of design, experienced by BlindCo, 
was observed through the development of a common appreciation for the potential 
of design to influence strategy. Additionally, the operational role of design within 
the company also changed, from a stylistic tool to a significant procedural 
component of the business. Similarly, the role of the customer has developed to 
become a valuable design resource.  
Three significant cultural transitions or ‘stepping stones’ were achieved during 
BlindCo’s transformation in perception of design. Firstly, the company’s employees 
came to appreciate the unique thought processes of design beyond a product focus. 
Secondly, the firm’s understanding of design expanded to include value creation for 
stakeholders as its primary purpose. Finally, the potential for design outcomes to be 
intangible in nature was acknowledged and incorporated throughout the company’s 
culture. In addition, future cultural stepping stones were proposed and are 
currently being worked towards in order for the company to integrate design at a 
strategic level. By reaching the three cultural milestones, the perspective of design 
in BlindCo transitioned from a product-centred tool to an influential and 
interdisciplinary process, as part of the firm’s journey towards strategic integration.  
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The findings, outcomes and contributions of this research create 
opportunities for further investigation and future research. Principally, an 
opportunity exists to trial and examine the research outcomes in industries other 
than manufacturing, such as health, education or agriculture. Additionally, future 
research could investigate the challenges of shifting the perspective of design in the 
context of large businesses or even multinational corporations, rather than within 
an SME. It is likely that the three cultural stepping stones proposed from the results 
of this research may not be applicable in industries which are not built around the 
development and production of physical artefacts. Furthermore, it is possible that 
these cultural stepping stones could differ in manufacturing companies that involve 
design principles within their business in different ways to BlindCo.  
Two projected stepping stones have been proposed in order for a company to 
reach a strategic level of design integration. Organisational constraints of the 
research project meant that these phases could not be validated. However there is 
some evidence to suggest that BlindCo was progressing towards these cultural 
developments. Future research could examine, test and substantiate these 
proposals by continuing to work with BlindCo or with another company at a similar 
stage of the journey towards becoming design-led. Another significant opportunity 
for future research exists here to compare the reflections of multiple design 
innovation catalysts and build upon the implications for this role presented in this 
thesis.  
 
7.5 Final Words 
It is the belief of the author that the role of the industrial designer will evolve 
significantly over the next decade, particularly within the Australian manufacturing 
industry. Designers embody the range of skills required to feed an ever increasing 
appetite for innovation by simultaneously empathising with, and adding value to, 
multiple stakeholders in a business. This research makes a significant contribution in 
the field of design and its potential for business development as it identifies the key 
organisational changes that are necessary to shift a manufacturing SME’s 
perception of design away from an exclusive product focus, towards a strategic 
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whole-firm activity. Understanding this predominantly cultural transition within a 
business will provide designers, employees and consultants a stable foundation 
from which to launch design-led projects in the future. This research is highly 
valuable because it demonstrates, through practice-based findings, how design 
tools and approaches can be used within business to translate design-led innovation 
theory into operational and cultural outcomes.  
It is intended that the outcomes of this research will encourage other 
businesses to take on similar design-led projects with the ultimate goal of 
employing design as a means to create a sustainable competitive advantage. 
Similarly, it is intended that this research will provide designers with the insights 
required to facilitate this transformation within a business. It is hoped that 
opportunities continue to arise for designers to add a higher level of value to 
businesses by contributing to the strategic vision and execution of future business-
level innovations. 
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